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Built-in functions provide information that would otherwise require extensive coding
to acquire.

This section describes all built-in functions available in NCL, including:

A brief overview of the built-in function.

A diagram showing the syntax of the built-in function.

Descriptions of each operand in the built-in function.

Considerations that affect the usage of the built-in function.

A list of related built-in functions, verbs, or other NCL statements.

At least one example of the use of the statement.  Null strings are indicated in
examples by two single quote characters (‘‘).  The purpose of the examples is to
show the correct method of coding the built-in function.  The first example for the
first built-in function, A2E, is a complete procedure and shows a variable assigned
to the function.  Thereafter, most examples show the built-in function preceded by
the SAY core statement, so that they can be easily demonstrated if coded into an
NCL procedure.

For help in understanding syntax notation, see “Notation Conventions” at the
beginning of this manual.

Summary of Built-in
Functions

Table 4-1 contains a description of each built-in function discussed in this section.

Table 4-1.  List of Built-in Functions (Page 1 of 3)

Built-in Function Description

A2E Translates an input string from ASCII to EBCDIC.

ABBREV Tests a string for a valid abbreviation.

ABS Returns the absolute value of a number.

B2C Converts a string of binary digits to eight-bit byte characters.

BITAND Performs a logical AND operation on two strings.

BITOR Performs a logical OR operation on two strings.

BITXOR Performs a logical exclusive OR (XOR) operation on two strings.

BOOLEXPR Analyzes or evaluates a complex Boolean expression.

C2B Converts a string to its binary equivalent.

C2D Converts a character string to a decimal number.

C2X Converts a character string to its hexadecimal equivalent.

CENTER Centers text within a string; it can be spelled as CENTRE.

COMPARE Compares two strings and returns the numerical position of the first differing
character.
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Table 4-1.  List of Built-in Functions (Page 2 of 3)

Built-in Function Description

COPIES Returns a string made up of repetitions of another string.

D2C Converts a decimal number to an ASCII character string.

D2X Converts a decimal number to a hexadecimal string.

DATATYPE Tests a string for a specified data type.

DATE Provides the current date in one of the specified formats.

DATECONV Changes one date format to a different date format.

DELSTR Deletes part of a string starting at a specified character position.

DELWORD Deletes a specified number of words from a string.

E2A Translates an input string from EBCDIC to ASCII.

INSERT Inserts one string into another.

JUSTIFY Inserts spaces or user-specified pad characters into a string.

LASTPOS Locates the last occurrence of a substring within a string.

LEFT Returns the leftmost characters of a string.

LENGTH Returns the length of a specified string.

LOWER Converts a supplied string to lowercase characters.

MASKCHK Tests a string against a mask.

MAX Returns the highest number in a set of numbers.

MIN Returns the lowest number in a set of numbers.

NAMTONOD Converts a system name to its corresponding system number.

NEXTFILE Returns the name of the next file after the one specified.

NEXTSVOL Returns the name of the next subvolume after the one specified.

NODTONAM Converts a system number to its corresponding system name.

NOYES Returns a NO or YES value depending on whether a specified expression is true
(1) or false (0).

NULL0 Tests a specified string and returns 0 (zero) if the string is null.

OVERLAY Overlays one string with another.

POS Returns the location of a substring within a string.

QUOTE Adds leading and trailing user-specified quote characters to a string.

RANDOM Returns a pseudo-random number.

REMSTR Splits a string at a specific character and returns the data after that character.

REVERSE Reverses the order of the characters in a string.

RIGHT Returns the rightmost characters of a string.

SELSTR Extracts the leading portion of a string, up to a specified character.

SIGN Tests the specified number and indicates if it is positive, negative, or 0 (zero).

SPACE Removes extraneous spaces from a string.

SSIDTOTEXT Translates an internal format SSID to an external format string.
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Table 4-1.  List of Built-in Functions (Page 3 of 3)

Built-in Function Description

STRIP Strips leading and/or trailing occurrences of a specified character from a string.

SUBSTR Extracts a substring from a string, starting from a specified character position
within the string.

SUBWORD Extracts a substring from a string, starting from a specified word in the string.

SYMBOL Tests the supplied name to determine if it is a valid NCL variable name.

TEXTTOSSID Translates an external format string to an internal format SSID.

TIME Returns the current time in one of several formats.

TRANSLATE Translates all or part of a specified string according to input and output
translation tables.

TRUNC Truncates a number to a specific number of decimal places.

TYPECHK Performs type checking on one or more strings.

UPPER Converts a specified string to uppercase characters in the native (ASCII)
character set.

VALDEV1 Determines whether a supplied string is a valid Guardian device name.

VALDEV2 Determines whether a supplied string is a valid Guardian device name and if it
exists.

VALFILE1 Determines whether a supplied string is a valid Guardian file name.

VALFILE2 Determines whether a supplied string is a valid Guardian file name and if it
exists.

VALFILE3 Determines whether a supplied string is a valid Guardian file name, and returns it
with the volume or subvolume names, if missing.

VALPROC1 Determines whether a supplied string is a valid Guardian process name.

VALPROC2 Determines whether a supplied string is a valid Guardian process name and if it
exists.

VARSUB Performs variable substitution on a string and returns the substituted string.

VERIFY Verifies that one or more characters in a string are also in a specified reference
string.

WORD Extracts a word from a string.

WORDINDEX Returns the character position of the first character of a specified word in a
specified string.

WORDLENGTH Returns the length of a specified word in a string.

WORDPOS Returns the first position of a word or a phrase of words within a specified string.

WORDS Returns the number of words in a specified string.

X2C Converts a string of hexadecimal characters to its ASCII equivalent.

X2D Converts a hexadecimal string to a decimal number.

XRANGE Returns a string of binary character values in a specified range.

ZFEATURE Indicates whether this system is enabled for selected features.

ZNCLKWD Indicates whether a specified string is an NCL system or global variable.
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A2E The A2E built-in function translates an input string from ASCII to EBCDIC.

A2E( string [, T ] )

string

specifies the ASCII source string.

T

specifies that textual translation is to be performed.  The ASCII string is assumed
to be textual data.  This option is implied if omitted.  No special consideration is
given to signed decimal number codes.

Considerations

Table 4-2 shows the standard translation table, indexed by the ASCII code.  ASCII
codes with no EBCDIC equivalent are translated to 'FF'x.  All codes from '80'x to
'FF'x are also translated to 'FF'x.

Table 4-2.  ASCII to EBCDIC Translation Table

Bottom four ASCII bits, in hexadecimal notation

Top 4 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F

0 00 01 02 03 37 2D 2E 2F 16 05 25 0B 0C 0D 0E 0F

1 10 11 12 13 3C 3D 32 26 18 19 3F 27 22 1D 35 1F

2 40 5A 7F 7B 5B 6C 50 7D 4D 5D 5C 4E 6B 60 4B 61

3 F0 F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 7A 5E 4C 7E 6E 6F

4 7C C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6

5 D7 D8 D9 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 E9 AD E0 BD 5F 6D

6 79 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 91 92 93 94 95 96

7 97 98 99 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 C0 6A D0 A1 07

8 FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF

9 FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF

A FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF

B FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF

C FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF

D FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF

E FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF

F FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF

The output string has the same length as the input string.

The suffix “x” indicates that the preceding string is hexadecimal.
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Characters that have no EBCDIC equivalent are translated to ‘FF’x.

See also E2A, which translates EBCDIC to ASCII.

Examples

The hexadecimal string ‘C1C2C3F1F2F3’x can be displayed on your OCS window if
you use the C2X built-in function on the resulting EBCDIC string, as in the following
example.  This example also shows how built-in functions can be nested:

ASAY: PROCEDURE
&A=A2E(‘414243313233’x,t)
&B=C2X(&A)    /* now try it using a nested function */
&VAR1=C2X(A2E(‘414243313233’x,t))
SAY "THE CONVERTED STRING IS = "&VAR1 " OR " &B
END ASAY

The following example translates the ASCII text “here we go” to EBCDIC.  As in the
previous example, you can display the hexadecimal string ‘8885998540A685408796’x if
you use the built-in function C2X on the resulting EBCDIC string:

SAY C2X(A2E(here we go,t))
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ABBREV The ABBREV built-in function tests a string for a valid abbreviation by comparing its
leading characters to an abbreviation in another string.  If the strings match, it is a true
condition, and 1 is returned.  A false match returns a value of 0 (zero).  The case of
both strings must match; that is, both must be either lowercase or uppercase.

ABBREV( string, abbreviation [, length ] )

string

specifies the string that is to be tested.

abbreviation

specifies the abbreviation to be compared with the leading characters of the string.
A null string supplied for abbreviation always results in a match if a length of
0 (zero) is used.

length

specifies the number of characters in abbreviation to be compared with the
string.  If abbreviation is shorter than this length, 0 (zero) is returned,
regardless of whether abbreviation matches string.  The length of
abbreviation can be longer than the value of length.  If the strings match for
the specified length, 1 is returned.

If length is omitted, the length of abbreviation is used.

Consideration

See also COMPARE, which compares two strings and returns the position of the first
differing character.

Examples

In the following example, the string “PRI” is a valid abbreviation of the string
“PRINT”.  NCL returns a value of 1:

&RESULT = ABBREV(PRINT,PRI)

In the following example, the string “Pri” is not a valid abbreviation of the string
“PRINT”.  NCL returns a value of 0 (zero):

SAY ABBREV(PRINT,Pri)

In the following example, the length of the strings to be compared has been specified
as 4 but the supplied abbreviation is only three characters in length.  NCL returns a
value of 0 (zero):

SAY ABBREV(PRINT,PRI,4)
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ABS The ABS built-in function returns the absolute value of a number.

ABS( number )

number

specifies the numeric expression for which the absolute value is to be returned.

Consideration

A numeric value outside the supported range (1e-50 to 1e+50) results in an error.

Examples

The following example returns the absolute value of 12.34, which is 12.34:

&RESULT = ABS(12.34)

The following example returns the absolute value of 0012.3400, which is 12.34:

SAY ABS(0012.3400)

The following example returns the absolute value of -12.3, which is 12.3:

SAY ABS(-12.3)
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B2C The B2C built-in function converts a string of binary digits to characters.

B2C( string )

string

specifies the source data to be converted.  It must consist of 0s (zeros), 1s, or
spaces.  Spaces are permitted only at byte boundaries, not at the start or end of the
string.  A binary string can consist of any number of 0s or 1s; these are converted
into characters to form one or more bytes.  A null string returns a null string.

Considerations

If the number of nonspace characters is not a multiple of 8 (one byte), the returned
string is padded on the left with 0s.

The output string is formed by packing each group of eight 0s or 1s into a single
byte.

Left-to-right bit assignment is assumed, both for bits in bytes and bytes in storage.

See also C2B, which converts a string to its binary equivalent.

Examples

The following example converts the binary string contained in parentheses to the
ASCII string “A MESSAGE”:

&RESULT = B2C(01000001 00100000 01001101 01000101 01010011,
              01010011 01000001 01000111 01000101)

The following example converts the binary string “10000001” to the hexadecimal value
'81'x.  As in the examples for the built-in function A2E, the string is converted to a
displayable hexadecimal string by using the built-in function C2X:

&A = "10000001"
&RESULT = C2X(B2C(&A))

The following two examples result in an error because these strings contain illegally
placed spaces:

SAY "A SPACE AT THE BEGINNING OF A STRING CAUSES AN ERROR"
SAY B2C(‘ 10000001’)

SAY "SO DOES A SPACE NOT ON A BYTE BOUNDARY"
SAY B2C(10000 001)
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BITAND, BITOR,  and
BITXOR

The BITAND, BITOR, and BITXOR built-in functions perform, respectively, logical
AND, OR, and exclusive OR (XOR) operations on two strings.  See “Considerations,”
next, for a definition of these terms.

BITAND( string1 [, [ string2 ] [, pad ] ] )
BITOR( string1 [, [ string2 ] [, pad ] ] )
BITXOR( string1 [, [ string2 ] [, pad ] ] )

BITAND

performs a logical AND operation on the strings.

BITOR

performs a logical OR operation on the strings.

BITXOR

performs a logical exclusive OR (XOR) operation on the strings.

string1

specifies the first string for input to the logical operation.

string2

specifies the second string for input to the logical operation.  If omitted, a null
string is assumed.

pad

specifies the optional character to be used to pad the resulting output string.  If
omitted or null, the remaining characters of the longest string are appended to the
resulting output string.

Considerations

If both strings are null, a null string is returned.

The input strings are treated as bit strings.  The resulting output string is as long as
the longest input string.

If no pad character is provided, the resulting output string consists of the logical
result of the two input strings for the shortest length.  The remaining, unprocessed
part of the longer input string is appended.  If a pad character is provided, it is
used to pad the shorter input string before starting the operation.
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Logical or Boolean AND operation (AND):
If in the comparison of two strings, both strings contain 1 in the same
corresponding bit position, the result is 1; otherwise, the result is 0 (zero).
Logically:  1 AND 1=1
                   1 AND 0=0
                   0 AND 1=0
                   0 AND 0=0

Logical or Boolean OR operation (OR):
If in the comparison of two strings, either string has 1 in the same corresponding
bit position, the result is 1; otherwise, the result is 0 (zero).
Logically:  1 OR 1=1
                   1 OR 0=1
                   0 OR 1=1
                   0 OR 0=0

Logical or Boolean exclusive OR operation (XOR):
If in the comparison of two strings, the strings have unlike values in the same
corresponding bit position, the result is 1; otherwise, the result is 0 (zero).
Logically:  1 XOR 0=1
                   0 XOR 1=1
                   1 XOR 1=0
                   0 XOR 0=0

Examples

In the following example, a logical AND operation is performed on the strings '73'x
and '27'x, which are the values assigned to the variables &A and &B, respectively:

&A = '73'x
&B = '27'x
&RESULT1 = BITAND(&A,&B)
&RESULT2 = C2X(BITAND(&A,&B))
SAY "&RESULT1 IS " &RESULT1 "AND &RESULT2 IS " &RESULT2

The output string assigned to the variable &RESULT1 is a pound sign (#), which,
when converted to hexadecimal using the C2X built-in function and assigned to the
variable &RESULT2, is '23'x.  The suffix “x” indicates that the preceding string is
hexadecimal.

In the following example, a logical AND operation is performed on the strings '13'x
and '5555'x:

SAY BITAND('13'x,'5555'x)

The output string is “.U”, which is '1155'x when converted to hexadecimal.

In the following example, a logical OR operation is performed on the string “Fred”
and the pad character '40'x:

SAY BITOR(Fred,,'40'x)

The output string is “FRED”.
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In the following example, a logical exclusive OR (XOR) operation is performed on the
strings '12'x and '22'x:

SAY BITXOR('12'x,'22'x)

The output string is 0 (zero) or hexadecimal '30'x.
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BOOLEXPR The BOOLEXPR built-in function analyzes or evaluates a complex Boolean expression.
The expression can be analyzed for syntactic correctness or completely evaluated, after
which the logical result is made available.  You can supply the values either directly
(using quoted strings) or indirectly (using variables).

The expression syntax supports the full use of the AND, OR, and NOT Boolean
operators, and the simple and strict relational operators.  You can use parentheses (( ))
to group expressions and to alter the order in which expressions are evaluated.  There
is no limit to the complexity of the expression or the nesting of parentheses.

One of the following values is returned by this built-in function:  VALID (expression is
valid), INVALID (expression is invalid), BAD (expression has bad data), 0 (zero;
expression is false), or 1 (expression is true).  See “Considerations,” next, for a detailed
description of these values.

BOOLEXPR( expr [, [ subchar ]
               [, [ { EVAL | NOEVAL } ]
               [, { FOLD | NOFOLD } ] ] ] )

expr:
   [ NOT … ] { expr | ( expr ) | test }
   [ [ AND [ NOT … ] { expr | ( expr ) | test } ] … ]
   [ [ OR
      [ NOT … ] { expr | ( expr ) | test }
      [ [ AND [ NOT … ] { expr | ( expr ) | test } ] … ]
   ] … ]

test:
   [ IGNORE { TRUE | FALSE } ]
   [ ANY | ALL ]
   left_operand [ [, left_operand ] … ]
   operator
   [ ANY | ALL ]
   right_operand [ [, right_operand ] … ]

left_operand:
   { constant | variable | number }

operator:
   =     <     <=    ==    <<    <<=   CONTAINS   IS [ NOT ]
   \=    >     >=    \==   >>    >>=   LIKE

right_operand:
   { constant | variable | number }
   [ GENERIC | :{ constant | variable | number } ]
   [ { CHARACTER | NUMERIC | { FOLD | NOFOLD } } … ]
   [ type_name [ [, type_name ] … ] ]
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expr

specifies a Boolean expression.

NOT

specifies the Boolean NOT operator.  The backslash (\) is synonymous with
this operator.

AND

specifies the Boolean AND operator.  The ampersand (&) is synonymous with
this operator.  If you use the ampersand for AND, you may require a trailing
blank after the ampersand if it is followed by a word such as NOT and if the
ampersand is also the variable designator.

OR

specifies the Boolean OR operator.  The vertical bar (|) is synonymous with
this operator.

expr

specifies a Boolean expression.

( expr )

specifies a parenthesized Boolean expression.

test

specifies a test to apply to the Boolean expression.

IGNORE

specifies that the test for the following Boolean expression is to be ignored.
NCL returns a pseudo-result that must be either true or false, as defined
next.

TRUE

specifies that NCL provides a true result.

FALSE

specifies that NCL provides a false result.

ANY

for a Boolean expression that contains a list of left operands, specifies that
the test of the Boolean expression is true if any left operand passes the test.
Evaluation of the list stops once this condition is satisfied.
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ALL

for a Boolean expression that contains a list of left operands, specifies that
the test of the Boolean expression is true if all left operands pass the test.
Evaluation of the list stops if any left operand fails the test.  Specifying
ALL allows you to override the default processing of lists of operands on
the left side of an operator.

left_operand [ [, left_operand ] … ]

specifies the operand(s) on the left side of an operator.  You can specify
multiple left operands by separating the operands with a comma (,).

constant

specifies a constant.  You must enclose the constant in quotes if the
constant is nonnumeric or if the constant is numeric but a character
comparison is required.

You can specify either single quotes (' ') or double quotes (" ").  You
can represent an occurrence of the quote character in the value by
using two adjacent quote characters of the same type or by using the
alternate quote character to surround the value.

variable

specifies a variable.  If a variable is compared to a number and the
variable value is either null or not numeric, the result after evaluation
is BAD.  You can use the subchar operand to specify a variable
designator other than the ampersand (&).

number

specifies a number.  You must omit quotes from a number.  If a
variable is compared to a number and the variable value is either null
or nonnumeric, the result after evaluation is BAD.

operator

specifies a relational operator between the left operand and the right
operand.  You can specify either a simple or strict relational operator.

Simple relational operators, except for the equal (=) and not equal (\=)
operators, strip both leading and trailing blanks when used with the
GENERIC modifier.  The comparison then pads with trailing blanks as
required.

When variables are on both sides of the operator, the simple operators
perform a type check on all variables.  If all values are numeric, a numeric
comparison is performed; otherwise, a character comparison is performed.

Specifying either the GENERIC or CHARACTER modifier forces a
character comparison.  For character comparisons, simple operators honor
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the FOLD and NOFOLD modifiers, or the FOLD and NOFOLD
parameters if no modifier is specified.  Specifying the NUMERIC modifier
forces a numeric comparison.

The following table lists simple relational operators:

Operator Operation

= Simple equal to

\= Simple not equal to

< Simple less than

> Simple greater than

<= Simple less than or equal to

>= Simple greater than or equal to

Strict relational operators perform a character comparison.  No blank
stripping or padding is performed.  Numeric constants are invalid with
these operands.  If one value is physically shorter than another value, but
equal for the shortest length, then the shorter value is regarded as logically
less than the longer value.

Strict operators, which perform a character comparison, always honor the
FOLD and NOFOLD modifiers, or the FOLD and NOFOLD parameters if
no modifier is specified.

The following table lists strict relational operators:

Operator Operation

== Strict equal to

\== Strict not equal to

<< Strict less than

>> Strict greater than

<<= Strict less than or equal to

>>= Strict greater than or equal to

Section 10, “Expressions and Operators,” discusses simple and strict
relational operators in more detail.

CONTAINS

specifies that the left operands are to be searched for the values on the
right.  For variable values on the left, one leading and one trailing
blank are added to their value before the search begins.

The CONTAINS operator honors the FOLD and NOFOLD modifiers,
or the FOLD and NOFOLD parameters if no modifier is specified.

LIKE

specifies that the characters in the left operand are to be compared
with the characters in the right operand.  You can specify the percent
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sign (%) as a wild card in the right operand to match zero or more
characters in the left operand, and the underscore (_) as a wild card in
the right operand to match a single character in the left operand.

The LIKE operator honors the FOLD and NOFOLD modifiers, or the
FOLD and NOFOLD parameters if no modifier is specified.

IS [ NOT ]

performs a type check on the left operands using the criteria specified
by the right operands.  Only variables can be specified as left
operands.  The type_name right operand specifies the data type(s)
against which to perform the type check.

You can perform a type check on all data types supported by the
TYPECHK built-in function.  See the TYPECHK built-in function later
in this section for a full description of the supported data types and
their meaning.

By using this operator you can help prevent bad checks on
nonnumeric variables.

ANY

specifies that any combination of operator and right operand that results
in a true result for a left operand, results in a true result for that operand.
Specifying ANY allows you to override the default processing of lists of
operands on the right side of an operator.

ANY is the default for the following operators:

=     ==    CONTAINS   LIKE   IS

ALL

specifies that any given left operand must pass all combinations of
operator and right operand for a true result for that left operand.
Specifying ALL allows you to override the default processing of lists of
operands on the right side of an operator.

ALL is the default for the following operators:

<     <=    <<    <<=   IS NOT
\=    >     >=    \==   >>    >>=

right_operand

specifies the operand(s) on the right side of an operator.  You can specify
multiple right operands by separating them with a comma (,).

constant

specifies a constant.  You must enclose the constant in quotes if the
constant is nonnumeric or if the constant is numeric but a character
comparison is required.
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You can specify either single quotes (' ') or double quotes (" ").  You
can represent an occurrence of the quote character in the value by
using two adjacent quote characters of the same type or by using the
alternate quote character to surround the value.

variable

specifies a variable.  If a variable is compared to a number and the
variable value is either null or nonnumeric, the result after evaluation
is BAD.  You can use the subchar operand to specify a variable
designator other than the ampersand (&).

number

specifies a number.  You must omit quotes from a number.  If a
variable is compared to a number and the variable value is either null
or nonnumeric, the result after evaluation is BAD.

GENERIC

specifies a generic comparison.  This checks whether the value of the
left operand begins with the same characters as the right operand.
The GENERIC modifier is permitted only with a quoted constant or
variable to the right of an operator, and only for the equal (=) and not
equal (\=) operators.

The GENERIC modifier is invalid when used with the NUMERIC
modifier.

:{ constant | variable | number }

specifies a range test.  This checks whether the value of the left
operand is between the two values (separated by a colon (:)) specified
by the right operand.

The range test is permitted only with the equal and not equal
operators.  Both sides of the range must be the same type;  you cannot
specify both a constant and a number.  If one side of the range is
numeric and the other is a variable, then the variable must have a
numeric value; otherwise, the result after evaluation is BAD.

For convenience, if the “to” range value is greater than the “from”
range value, the values are reversed before evaluation rather than
raising an error.

CHARACTER

specifies a character comparison.  This is required only when
comparing a variable to another variable.  This avoids the default
action of testing both sides for numeric values and performing a
comparison based on the result.
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NUMERIC

specifies a numeric comparison.  This is required only when
comparing a variable to another variable.  If either variable is
nonnumeric, the result after evaluation is BAD.  The NUMERIC
modifier is invalid when used with the GENERIC modifier.

FOLD

causes lowercase alphabetic characters to be converted to uppercase
alphabetic characters.  This modifier overrides the NOFOLD
parameter for individual tests in the expression.

NOFOLD

causes alphabetic characters to retain their case.  This modifier
overrides the FOLD parameter for individual tests in the expression.

type_name [ [, type_name ] … ]

specifies the data type name(s) against which to perform a type check
on the left operand(s).

If type_name is a variable, the variable must contain a single data
type name or a list of data type names separated by blanks or commas
(,).  If it is null, it is treated as if it contained types that the left
variable(s) passed.  If it contains invalid data, the result after
evaluation is BAD.

You can perform a type check on all data types supported by the
TYPECHK built-in function.  See the TYPECHK built-in function later
in this section for a full description of the supported data types and
their meaning.

subchar

specifies the character that designates a variable (the variable designator).  This
allows you to alter the variable designator to a value other than the default value
of the ampersand (&).  By altering the variable designator you prevent NCL from
substituting variables with their values before parsing the Boolean expression,
which would lead to syntax errors.

subchar must be one of the following characters and must be contained within
quotes ("):

& % ! ? ~ `
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EVAL

specifies that the Boolean expression is to be validated and then, if it is
syntactically correct, to be evaluated.  If the expression is invalid, the result after
validation is INVALID.  If the expression is valid, the result after evaluation is 1
(true), 0 (false), or BAD.  See “Considerations” for a detailed description of these
values.

NOEVAL

specifies that the Boolean expression is to be validated, but that evaluation is to be
suppressed.  If the expression is invalid, the result after validation is INVALID;
otherwise the result is VALID.  See “Considerations” for a detailed description of
these values.

FOLD

causes lowercase alphabetic characters to be converted to uppercase alphabetic
characters.  The NOFOLD modifier can override this parameter for individual
tests in the expression.

NOFOLD

causes alphabetic characters to retain their case.  The FOLD modifier can override
this parameter for individual tests in the expression.

Considerations

When the EVAL parameter is specified, the built-in function returns one of the
values listed in the following table:

Result Description

INVALID The Boolean expression is invalid.  The &SYSMSG variable contains a description
of the error.

BAD The Boolean expression is valid, but a variable referred to in the expression
contains data that is not valid for the specified operator.  This error can occur when
a numeric value is required but a nonnumeric or null value is found, or when a
variable is expected to contain a list of valid type names but does not do so.  The
&SYSMSG variable contains a description of the error.

0 The Boolean expression is valid and evaluates to false.

1 The Boolean expression is valid and evaluates to true.

When the NOEVAL operand is specified, the built-in function returns one of the
values listed in the following table:

Result Description

VALID The Boolean expression is valid; the NOEVAL operand has suppressed evaluation.

INVALID The Boolean expression is invalid.  The &SYSMSG variable contains a description
of the error.
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Syntax errors in the EVAL, NOEVAL, FOLD, NOFOLD, and subchar parameters
result in an NCL error: a compilation error if the parameter is a constant and a
run-time error if the parameter is a variable (into which a value is substituted).
Syntax errors in the Boolean expression or data validity errors do not result in an
NCL error, but result in either INVALID or BAD.

You cannot specify constants on both sides of any operator.  At least one side must
consist solely of variables.

The built-in function processes in the following order:

1. The parameters (EVAL, NOEVAL, FOLD, NOFOLD, and subchar) are
checked.  If an error is found, it is a compilation error if the parameter is a
constant and a run-time error if the parameter is a variable.

2. The syntax of the Boolean expression is checked.  If the syntax of the Boolean
expression is incorrect, processing stops and the result is INVALID.

3. Otherwise, if the NOEVAL parameter was specified, processing stops and the
result is VALID.

4. Otherwise, variables are evaluated and tests are performed:

If an invalid variable value is detected, processing stops and the result is
BAD.

Evaluation of AND and OR lists proceeds from left to right.  Processing
stops for a specific expression with the first result of true (for OR) or false
(for AND).  The result is either 1 (true) or false (0).

Evaluation of ANY and ALL proceeds from left to right.  Comparisons of
each right list entry is performed in order against each left list entry.  The
result is either 1 (true) or false (0).

5. After all expressions are evaluated, processing stops and the final result is
either true (1) or false (0).

See also the TYPECHK built-in function in this section, which lists the data types
used for type checking by the BOOLEXPR built-in function.

Examples

In the following example, the value of &a is evaluated to determine if it contains
alphabetic or numeric characters (specified by ALPHANUM).  The result is true, so
NCL returns a value of 1:

&a = "ABCD"
&result = BOOLEXPR( "&a IS ALPHANUM" )

In the following example, the Boolean expression is analyzed to determine if it is valid.
It is not evaluated.  NCL returns a value of VALID:

&a = "ABCD"
&result = BOOLEXPR( "&a IS ALPHANUM",, NOEVAL )
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In the following example, &b contains an invalid value.  NCL raises a run-time error
(26), which reports an error in parameters passed to a built-in function:

&a = "ABCD"
&b = "ZZZZ"
&result = BOOLEXPR( "&a IS ALPHANUM",, &b )

In the following example, the value of &a is evaluated to determine if it contains a
valid date format (specified by DATE1).  The result is false, so NCL returns a value
of 0 (zero):

&a = "ABCD"
&result = BOOLEXPR( "&a IS DATE1" )

In the following example, the value of &a is evaluated to determine if it is both
numeric (specified by NUM) and equal to 5.  After the numeric evaluation (before the
AND operator), the result is false, so processing stops and NCL returns a value of 0
(zero):

&a = "ABCD"
&result = BOOLEXPR( "&a IS NUM AND &a = 5" )

In the following example, the value of &a is evaluated to determine if it is either
numeric (specified by NUM) or equal to 5.  However, the value of &a is nonnumeric.
This is a data error, so NCL returns a value of BAD:

&a = "ABCD"
&result = BOOLEXPR( "&a IS NUM OR &a = 5" )

In the following example, the value of &a is evaluated to determine if its type is other
than Y, YES, y, or yes (specified by y); N, NO, n, or no (specified by n); or a valid
binary value (specified by bin).  The result is true, so NCL returns a value of 1:

&a = "ABCD"
&types = "y,n,bin"
&result = BOOLEXPR( "&a IS NOT &types" )

In the following example, the value of &a is evaluated to determine if it contains
alphanumeric characters and hexadecimal characters, and if it is a valid date format.
The result is true, so NCL returns a value of 1:

&a = "930210"
&type1 = "ALPHANUM"
&type2 = "DATE7"
&type3 = "HEX"
&result = BOOLEXPR( "&a IS ALL &type1,&type2,&type3" )

In the following example, the value of &a is evaluated to determine if it exactly
matches ABCD (the letters in the right operand are converted to uppercase).  The
result is true, so NCL returns a value of 1:

&a = "ABCD"
&result = BOOLEXPR( "&a LIKE 'abcd' FOLD" )
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In the following example, the tilde (~) is used as the variable designator and a wild
card (%) is used to match zero or more characters.  The value of &a is evaluated to
determine if its first character is A and its last character is D (the letters in the right
operand are converted to uppercase).  The result is true, so NCL returns a value of 1:

&a = 'ABCD'
&result = BOOLEXPR( "~a LIKE 'a%d'", "~", E, F )

In the following example, the value of &a is evaluated to determine if its first character
is A and its third character is C (the letters in the right operand are converted to
uppercase).  The result is true, so NCL returns a value of 1:

&a = "ABCD"
&result = BOOLEXPR( "&a LIKE 'a_c_' FOLD" )

In the following example, the value of &a is evaluated to determine if it begins with
‘ ABCD ’.  The result is true, so NCL returns a value of 1:

&a = " ABCD "
&result = BOOLEXPR( "&a = ' ABCD ' GENERIC" )

In the following example, the value of &a is evaluated to determine if it begins with
‘ ABCD ’.  The result is true, but the IGNORE FALSE operands direct NCL to return a
false result of 0 (zero):

&a = " ABCD "
&result = BOOLEXPR(IGNORE FALSE "&a = ' ABCD ' GENERIC" )

In the following example, the value of &a is evaluated to determine if it begins with
‘ ABCD  ’.  The result is false, so NCL returns a value of 0 (zero):

&a = " ABCD "
&result = BOOLEXPR( "&a = ' ABCDE ' GENERIC" )

In the following example, the value of &a is evaluated to determine if it begins with
‘ ABCD  ’.  The result is false,, but the IGNORE TRUE operands direct NCL to return a
true result of 1:

&a = " ABCD "
&result = BOOLEXPR(IGNORE TRUE "&a = ' ABCDE ' GENERIC" )

In the following example, the value of &num1 is evaluated to determine if it is
between the values of &num2 and &num3.  The result is true, so NCL returns a value
of 1:

&num1 = 5
&num2 = 6
&num3 = 4
&result = BOOLEXPR( "&num1 = &num2:&num3" )
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In the following example, the value of &char1 is evaluated to determine if it is not
between the values of &char2 and &char3.  The result is false, so NCL returns a value
of 0 (zero):

&char1 = b
&char2 = a
&char3 = c
&result = BOOLEXPR( "&char1 \= &char2:&char3" )

In the following example, the value of &num is evaluated to determine if it is between
1 and the value of &a.  However, the value of &a is nonnumeric.  This is a data error,
so NCL returns a value of BAD:

&a = "ABCD"
&num1 = 5
&result = BOOLEXPR( "&num = 1:&a" )

In the following example, the value of &a is evaluated to determine if it is strictly less
than ABCE (the letters in the right operand are converted to uppercase).  The result is
true, so NCL returns a value of 1:

&a = "ABCD"
&result = BOOLEXPR( "&a << 'abce' FOLD" )

In the following example, the value of &a is evaluated to determine if it is either ABCD
or 5.  The former is true, so NCL returns a value of 1:

&a = "ABCD"
&result = BOOLEXPR( "&a = 'abcd' FOLD OR &a = 5 NUMERIC" )

In the following example, the value of &a is evaluated to determine if it is both ABCD
and wxyz.  The result is false, so NCL returns a value of 0 (zero):

&a = "ABCD"
&result = BOOLEXPR( "&a = 'abcd' FOLD AND",
                    "&a = 'wxyz' NOFOLD" )

In the following example, the value of &a is evaluated to determine if it is both ABCD
and 5.  However, the value of &a on the right side of the AND Boolean operator
contains nonnumeric rather than numeric data.  This is a data error, so NCL returns a
value of BAD:

&a = "ABCD"
&result = BOOLEXPR( "&a = 'abcd' FOLD AND &a = 5 NUMERIC" )

In the following example, the value of &a is evaluated to determine if is not equal to
ABCD and the result is inverted.  The result is true, so NCL returns a value of 1:

&a = "ABCD"
&result = BOOLEXPR( "NOT &a \= 'ABCD'" )
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In the following example, the expression is evaluated to determine if any of 5, 6, or 4
match any of the values of &num2, &num3, or &num1.  The result is true, so NCL
returns a value of 1:

&num1 = 5
&num2 = 6
&num3 = 4
&result = BOOLEXPR( "ANY '5', '6', '4' =",
                    "ANY &num2, &num3, &num1" )

In the following example, the expression is evaluated to determine if all of 5, 6, and 4
match all of the values of &num2, &num3, and &num1.  The lists are processed in
order from left to right and the result is false, so NCL returns a value of 0 (zero):

&num1 = 5
&num2 = 6
&num3 = 4
&result = BOOLEXPR( "ALL '5', '6', '4' =",
                    "ALL &num2, &num3, &num1" )

In the following example, the expression is evaluated to determine if any of 5, 6, or 4
match any of the values of &num2, &num3, or 5.  However, there are constants on
both sides of the expression.  The expression is invalid, so NCL returns a value of
INVALID:

&num1 = 5
&num2 = 6
&num3 = 4
&result = BOOLEXPR( "ANY '5', '6', '4' =",
                    "ANY &num2, &num3, 5" )

In the following example, the tilde (~) is used as the variable designator.  The
expression is evaluated to determine if &SYS.RETCODE is equal to 0 (zero) and &a.b.c
is nonnull.  The result is true, so NCL returns a value of 1:

&num1 = 5
&num2 = 6
&SYS.RETCODE = (-&num1 + &num2)
&a.b.c = "123"
&result = BOOLEXPR( "~SYS.RETCODE = 1 AND",
                    "NOT (~A.B.C == '')", "~" )

In the following example, the value of &a.b is evaluated to determine if it contains any
of the constants c, d, this, or a.  The result is true, so NCL returns a value of 1:

&a.b = "this is a line"
&result = BOOLEXPR( "`A.B CONTAINS 'c','d',",
                    "'this','a'", "`" )
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The following example shows a complex Boolean expression.  The tilde (~) is used as
the variable designator by use of the subchar clause.  The ampersand (&), vertical bar
(|), and backslash (\) represent the AND, OR, and NOT operators, respectively.  The
result after evaluation is true, so NCL returns a value of 1:

&a = "ABCD"
&b = "25-dec-1993"
&c = "efgh"
&types = "date1,date2,date3"
&d = "123"
&e = "OK"
&result = BOOLEXPR( "( ( ~a = 'abcd' FOLD | ",
                    "~a = 'wxyz' ) & ",
                    "( \ ~a = 'qqqq' & ",
                    "ANY ~a,~b,~c CONTAINS 'bc' FOLD & ",
                    "~a IS ALNUMNAT ) & ",
                    "( ~b IS ~types ) & ",
                    "( ~d = '12' GENERIC ) ) | ",
                    "( ( \ \ \ \ \ ~e \= 'OK' ) & ",
                    "~d = 124:122 )", "~",, FOLD )
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C2B The C2B built-in function converts a string to its binary equivalent.  It expands each
byte in the character string to eight 0s and/or 1s, giving an output bit string as the
returned value.

C2B( string )

string

specifies the source data to be converted.

Considerations

A null string returns a null string.

See also B2C, which converts a string of binary digits to characters.

Examples

The following example converts the string “AB” to the binary bit string
“0100000101000010”:

&A = AB
&RESULT = C2B(&A)

The following example converts the string '81'x to the binary bit string “10000001”.
The suffix “x” indicates that the supplied string is hexadecimal:

SAY C2B('81'x)
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C2D The C2D built-in function converts a character string to a decimal number.  The string
can be signed or unsigned.

C2D( string [, n ] )

string

specifies the source data to be converted.

n

specifies an optional length for the converted value.  If omitted, the string is
considered as an unsigned binary number.

If n is specified and the length of string is greater than n, it is truncated on the
left.  If string is shorter than n, it is padded on the left with '00'x characters to the
length of n.  The result is treated as a 2’s complement signed binary number.  A 2’s
complement signed binary number is a binary number that by convention has its
most significant bit set to 1 if it is negative.

Considerations

A null string returns a null string.

When padding takes place to the left, the sign is not extended.

This function has an installation-dependent limit on the longest string that can be
handled.  This limit is always at least 4 bytes.

The character string is initially interpreted as an integer, then converted to a
decimal number.

See also D2C, which converts a decimal number to an ASCII character string.

Examples

In the following example, the hexadecimal string '90'x is interpreted and converted to
an output string of “144”:

&A = '90'X
&RESULT = C2D(&A)

In the following example, the string “aaa” is converted to an output string of “97”.
The variable &B contains the length of the string to be converted:

&B = 1
&RESULT = C2D(aaa,&B)
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C2X The C2X built-in function converts a string to its hexadecimal equivalent.

C2X( string)

string

specifies the string to be converted.

Considerations

A null input string returns a null string.

The resulting output is exactly twice as long as the input string.

An input string must not be greater than 16,000 characters.

An output string longer than the maximum supported length of 32,000 characters
results in an error.

See also X2C, which converts a string of hexadecimal characters to its
alphanumeric equivalent.

Example

In the following example, the string “abc123” is assigned to the variable &A and
converted to an output string of “616263313233”:

&A = abc123
&RESULT = C2X(&A)
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CENTER The CENTER built-in function centers text within a string.  The output string is
padded or truncated at either end to meet the requirements of a length operand.

Note This built-in function may be spelled CENTRE.

CENTER( string, length [, pad ] )

string

specifies the text string to be centered.

length

specifies the length of the resulting string.

pad

specifies the character to be used to pad the resulting string.  The default pad
character is a space.  Any single character may be used as the pad character.

Considerations

If an odd number of characters must be added or truncated, they are added to or
truncated from the right end of the string.  See the first example.

See also LEFT, RIGHT and SUBSTR.  The LEFT built-in function returns just the
leftmost portion of a string.  The RIGHT built-in function returns just the
rightmost portion of a string.  The SUBSTR built-in function extracts a portion of a
string.

Examples

In the following example, the string “abc” forms the center of a string of eight
characters, using a pound sign (#) as the pad character.  The output string is
“##abc###”:

&A = abc /* the input string  */
&B = 8   /* the length        */
&C = #   /* the pad character */
&RESULT = CENTER(&A,&B,&C)

In the following example, the string “The Blue Sky” forms the center of a string of
eight characters.  Because there are more characters in the string than in the specified
length, the string is truncated to “e Blue S”:

SAY CENTER(The Blue Sky,8)
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COMPARE The COMPARE built-in function compares two strings and returns the numerical
position of the first differing character.  The shorter string is padded with the pad
character to make both strings equal in length.

If the strings are identical, 0 (zero) is returned.

COMPARE( string1, string2 [, pad ] )

string1

specifies the first string.

string2

specifies the second string, which is compared with string1.

pad

specifies the character to be used to pad the shorter string.  If omitted, a space is
used.

Consideration

See also ABBREV, which tests a string to see if it starts with a particular set of
characters.

Examples

In the following example, the strings “abc” and “abc” are compared.  NCL returns a
value of 0 (zero) because the two strings are identical:

&A = abc
&B = abc
&RESULT = COMPARE(&A,&B)

In the following example, the strings “abc” and “az” are compared.  NCL returns a
value of 2 because the strings differ at the second character:

SAY COMPARE(abc,az)

In the following example, the strings “abcgggggggh” and “abc” are compared and the
shorter string “abc” is padded with trailing “g” characters to make both strings the
same length.   NCL returns a value of eleven (11) because the strings differ at the
eleventh character:

SAY COMPARE(abcgggggggh,abc,g)
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COPIES The COPIES built-in function returns a string made up of repetitions of another string.

An output string longer than the maximum supported length of 32,000 characters
results in an error.

COPIES( string, n )

string

specifies the string to be copied.

n

specifies the number of times the specified string is to be copied.  n must be a
nonnegative whole number.

Example

In the following example, NCL copies the string “ABCD” three times, to give the
string “ABCDABCDABCD”:

&A = ABCD
&B = 3
&RESULT = COPIES(&A,&B)
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D2C The D2C built-in function converts a decimal number to an ASCII character string.

D2C( wholenumber [, n ] )

wholenumber

specifies the number to be converted.  If you specify a wholenumber of 0 (zero),
NCL returns a null string.

n

specifies an optional length (0 (zero) through 4) for the resulting output string.
The binary representation of wholenumber is sign-extended or truncated to fit
within the length n.

Considerations

If n is specified, wholenumber may be positive or negative.  If n is not specified,
wholenumber must be positive.  The output string is sign-extended or truncated
as required.

The binary value returned always has its least significant bit as the low-order bit of
the byte with the highest storage address.

See also C2D and D2X.  The C2D built-in function converts a character string to a
decimal number.  The D2X built-in function converts a decimal number to its
hexadecimal equivalent.

Examples

In the following example, NCL converts the number 4276803 to return the string
“ABC”.  This is because the decimal value 4276803 is equivalent to the ASCII
representation of the letters “ABC”:

&A = 4276803
&RESULT = D2C(&A)

In the following example, NCL converts the number 65 to the letter “A”:

SAY D2C(65)
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D2X The D2X built-in function converts a decimal number to a hexadecimal string.

D2X( wholenumber [, n ] )

wholenumber

specifies the number to be converted.  If you specify a wholenumber of 0 (zero),
NCL returns a null string.

n

specifies the length (0 (zero) through 8) of the resulting output string.  The
hexadecimal representation of the number is sign-extended or truncated to fit
within the specified length n.

Considerations

If n is supplied, wholenumber may be positive or negative.  If n is not supplied,
wholenumber must be positive.

See also C2D, D2C, and X2D.  The C2D built-in function converts a character string
to a decimal value.  The D2C built-in function converts a decimal number to an
ASCII character string.  The X2D built-in function converts a hexadecimal string to
a decimal number.

Examples

In the following example, NCL converts 11 to the output string “0B”:

&A = 11
&RESULT = D2X(&A)

In the following example, NCL converts 259 to the output string “03”, truncating it
because a length of 2 is specified:

&A = 259
&B = 2
&RESULT = D2X(&A,&B)
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DATATYPE The DATATYPE built-in function tests a string for a specified data type.  Depending
on the type that you specify, the result can be a true value of 1 or a false value of 0
(zero).  If you do not specify a type, and the string is wholly numeric, the value NUM
is returned.  Otherwise the value CHAR is returned.

DATATYPE( string [, type ] )

string

specifies the string to be tested.  The inclusion of any arithmetic or logical
operators in the string can cause unexpected results unless the string is enclosed in
quotes or expressed as a variable.  See the second example following.

type

specifies the data type that the string is tested for.  Only the first uppercased letter
is significant.  The value 1 is returned if the string contains only the characters
specified; otherwise, 0 (zero) is returned.

If type is specified, it must be one of the following search values or an error
message is issued.  If type is not specified, the string is tested to determine if it is a
valid number.

Possible search values for type are:

A (alphanumeric)

string contains only the characters a through z, A through Z, and 0 through
9.

B (bits)

string contains only the characters 0 and 1.  Spaces are permitted and are
used to indicate byte boundaries.

H or X (hexadecimal)

string contains only hexadecimal characters (a-f, A-F, 0-9).  Spaces are
permitted at byte boundaries.

L (lowercase)

string contains only the characters a through z.

M (mixed case)

string contains only the characters A through Z or a through z.

N (number)

string is a valid number.
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S (symbol)

string is a valid symbol.

U (uppercase)

string contains only the characters A through Z.

W (whole number)

string contains a valid whole number (integer).  The maximum allowed
value of the number is 32767.

Consideration

See also TYPECHK, which performs type checking on one or more strings for all the
types discussed here, and others.

Examples

In the following example, no value is specified for type.  Because the string is a valid
number, NCL returns NUM:

SAY DATATYPE( 12 )

In the following example, no value is specified for type.  Because the string is not a
valid number, and is therefore assumed to be a valid character, NCL returns CHAR:

SAY DATATYPE(“/”)

In the following example, no value is specified for type.  Because the string is not a
valid number, and is therefore assumed to be a valid character, NCL returns CHAR:

SAY DATATYPE($)

In the following example, N (number) is specified for type.  NCL returns a value of 1.
The test shows that the string is a valid whole number:

&A = 12.3
&B = N
&RESULT = DATATYPE(&A,&B)

In the following example, W (whole number) is specified for type.  NCL returns a
value of 0 (zero).  The test shows that the string is not a valid whole number:

SAY DATATYPE(12.3,W)
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DATE The DATE built-in function provides the current date in one of the specified formats.

DATE( [ format ] )

format

specifies the format in which the date is to be returned.  If format is omitted, the
value N (normal) is assumed.  Table 4-3 lists the formats that you can use.  The
examples supplied assume that the current system date is 17-AUG-1994.

Table 4-3.  Date Formats (DATE Built-in Function)

Format Meaning Description Output

A Absolute Number of days since 4713 BC. 2449582

B or 9 Base date Number of complete days since January 1, 0001.
This date is based on the Gregorian calendar
(even though this did not exist prior to 1582).
“Leap year” conventions are assumed.

728156

C Century Number of days (including today) since January 1
of this century.

34562

D Days Days expended in current year. 229

E European DD/MM/YY 17/08/94

J Julian YYDDD 94229

M Month Full month name. August

N Normal DD MMM YYYY (default value) 17 AUG 1994

O or 6 Ordered YY/MM/DD 94/08/17

S or 8 Sorted YYYYMMDD 19940817

U or 5 USA MM/DD/YY 08/17/94

W Weekday Day name Wednesday

1 YY.DDD 94.229

2 DAY DD-MON-YYYY WED 17-AUG-1994

3 DD-MON-YYYY 17-AUG-1994

4 DD/MM/YY 17/08/94

7 YYMMDD 940817

10 DD/MM/YYYY 17/08/1994

11 YYYY/MM/DD 1994/08/17
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Considerations

The &SYS.DATE.n system variable, where n can be 1 through 11, can provide
most of the formats of the DATE built-in function.

See also DATECONV and TIME.  The DATECONV built-in function changes one
date format to a different date format.  The TIME built-in function returns the
current time in one of several formats.

See also the &SYS.DATE.n  and &SYS.DATE.DAY system variables in Section 5,
“System Variables.”  &SYS.DATE.n, for which n ranges from 1 through 11, gives
some of the formats of the DATE built-in function.  &SYS.DATE.DAY holds the
current day of the week.

Example

In the following example, format is assigned to the variable &A and given the value
2.  The DATE built-in function is assigned to the variable &RESULT, which is then
displayed:

SAY_IT: PROCEDURE
&A = 2
&RESULT = DATE(&A)
SAY "TODAY’S DATE IS " &RESULT
END SAY_IT
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DATECONV The DATECONV built-in function changes one NCL date format to a different NCL
date format.  A variation to the date may be added or subtracted during the
conversion.  Table 4-3 lists the date formats supported by NCL.

DATECONV( informat, indate, outformat [, variation ] )

informat

specifies the format code of the date to be converted.  This format code has the
same meaning as defined in the DATE built-in function.  The century (C), day (D),
month (M), and weekday (W) formats are not supported for informat; see Table
4-3 for details regarding these formats.

indate

specifies the date to be converted.  The format of this date must agree with the
value of informat.

outformat

specifies the format to which the date is to be converted.  Any of the format codes
available in DATE may be used.

variation

specifies an optional adjustment value, in days.  This must be a whole number,
either positive or negative.  It is added to the input date (contained in indate)
before reformatting.

Considerations

Input formats that do not include the century are assumed to be 19xx if the year is
between 50 and 99, and assumed to be 20xx, if the year is between 00 and 49.

See also DATE and TIME.  The DATE built-in function provides the current date
in one of the specified formats supported by NCL.  The TIME built-in function
returns the current time in one of several formats.

Examples

In the following example, the date 18 NOV 1994 (normal format) is converted to 94229
(Julian format):

&A = N
&B = 18 NOV 1994
&C = J
&RESULT DATECONV(&A,&B,&C)
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In the following example, the Julian date 94296 is converted to the normal (N) format.
The date is adjusted by two days.  The output is 25 OCT 1994:

&A = J
&B = 94296
&C = N
&D = 2
&RESULT DATECONV(&A,&B,&C,&D)
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DELSTR The DELSTR built-in function deletes part of a string, starting at a specified character
position, for a specified length.

DELSTR( string, n [, length ] )

string

specifies the string.

n

specifies the character position at which deletion starts.  n must be a positive
whole number.  If n specifies a character position beyond the end of the string, the
deletion is ignored.

length

specifies the number of characters to delete.  If this operand is not specified or is
greater than the length of the string, all characters from character position n to the
end of the string are deleted.  length must be a positive whole number.

Consideration

See also DELWORD and SUBSTR.  The DELWORD built-in function deletes a
specified number of words from a string.  The SUBSTR built-in function extracts a
substring from a string.

Examples

In the following example, NCL deletes all characters from character position 3 through
the end of the string (length not specified).  The output string is “AB”:

SAY DELSTR(ABCDE,3)

In the following example, NCL deletes all characters from character position 3 through
character position 4 (length=2).  The output string is “ABE”:

&A = ABCDE
&B = 3
&C = 2
&RESULT = DELSTR(&A,&B,&C)

In the following example, NCL deletes no characters from the string, because character
position 6 is beyond the end of the string.  The result is “ABCDE”:

SAY DELSTR(ABCDE,6,2)
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DELWORD The DELWORD built-in function deletes a specified number of words from a string,
starting at a specified word.  In this context, a word consists of one or more characters
separated by spaces.  Care must be taken if the word contains any special characters
such as arithmetic or Boolean operators.  In this case, the string must be enclosed in
quotes for this built-in function to work correctly.  See the second example following.

DELWORD( string, n [, length ] )

string

specifies the string.

n

specifies the word position at which the deletion starts.  If n specifies a word
position beyond the end of the string, nothing is deleted.  n must be a positive
whole number.

length

specifies an optional number of words to delete.  If length is omitted, the rest of
the string, from the specified word position n, is deleted.  length must be a
positive whole number.

Considerations

Any spaces after the last word deleted are removed.

See also DELSTR, which deletes part of a string as specified by operands that
define where to start and how much to delete.

Examples

In the following example, the delete begins at word 2 (is) and continues for two words
(is the).  The two spaces after the word “the” are also deleted.  The output string is
“Now time”:

&A = Now is the  time
&B = 2
&C = 2
&RESULT = DELWORD(&A,&B,&C)

In the following example, the delete begins at word 3 (the) and continues to the end of
the string because no length is specified.  The output string is “Now +”.  Without the
quotes surrounding the string, a compilation error results because NCL treats the plus
sign as an arithmetic operator:

SAY DELWORD(“Now + the time”,3)
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E2A The E2A built-in function translates an input string from EBCDIC to ASCII.

E2A( string [, T ] )

string

specifies the EBCDIC string.  The output string is the same length.

T

specifies that textual translation is to be performed.  The EBCDIC string is
assumed to be textual data.  This option is implied if omitted.  No special
consideration is given to signed decimal number codes.

Considerations

Characters that have no ASCII equivalent are translated to 'FF'x.

Table 4-4 shows the standard translation table, indexed by the EBCDIC code.

Table 4-4.  EBCDIC to ASCII Translation Table

Bottom 4 EBCDIC bits in HEX

Top 4 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F

0 00 01 02 03 FF 09 FF 7F FF FF FF 0B 0C 0D 0E 0F

1 10 11 12 13 FF FF 08 FF 18 19 FF FF FF 1D FF 1F

2 FF FF 1C FF FF 0A 17 1B FF FF FF FF FF 05 06 07

3 FF FF 16 FF FF 1E FF 04 FF FF FF FF 14 15 FF 1A

4 20 FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 2E 3C 28 2B FF

5 26 FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 21 24 2A 29 3B 5E

6 FF 2F FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 7C 2C 25 5F 3E 3F

7 FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 60 3A 23 40 27 3D 22

8 FF 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 FF FF FF FF FF FF

9 FF 6A 6B 6C 6D 6E 6F 70 71 72 FF FF FF FF FF FF

A FF 7E 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 7A FF FF FF 5B FF FF

B FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 5D FF FF

C 7B 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 FF FF FF FF FF FF

D 7D 4A 4B 4C 4D 4E 4F 50 51 52 FF FF FF FF FF FF

E 5C FF 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 5A FF FF FF FF FF FF

F 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 FF FF FF FF FF FF
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See also A2E, which performs ASCII-to-EBCDIC character translation.

Example

The following example translates the EBCDIC text 'C1C2C3F1F2F3'x (“ABC123”) to
ASCII:

&A = 'C1C2C3F1F2F3'X
&RESULT = E2A(&A)

The output (ASCII) string is '414243313233'x (“ABC123”).
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INSERT The INSERT built-in function inserts one string into another.

INSERT( new, target [, [ n ] , [ length ] [, pad ] ] )

new

specifies the string to be inserted.

target

specifies the string into which new is to be inserted.

Note target remains unchanged; it does not receive the result of any insertion.

n

specifies the character position at which new is to be inserted.  If 0 (zero) is
specified, new is inserted at the front of target.  n must be a positive whole
number.  If n is larger than the length of target, target is padded with spaces
(the default) to the right, until it is equal to the length of n.

length

specifies the length of the string to be inserted into target.  new is padded with
spaces (the default) to the specified length, if it is shorter than length.  If new is
longer than length, new is truncated.  length must be a positive whole number.

pad

specifies the character to be used to pad the string.  The default is a space.

Consideration

See also DELSTR and SUBSTR.  The DELSTR built-in function deletes part of a string
from a specified position.  The SUBSTR built-in function extracts a substring from a
string, starting at a specified position.

Examples

In the following example, NCL inserts one space into the string “abcdef” at character
position 3.  The output string is “abc def”:

SAY INSERT(" ",abcdef,3)
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In the following example, NCL inserts the string “123” into the string “abc” at
character position 5:

&A = 123
&B = ABC
&C = 5
&D = 6
&RESULT = INSERT(&A,&B,&C,&D)

In the previous example, NCL pads the string “abc” with default pad characters
(spaces) to a length of five characters.  NCL pads the string “123” with spaces to a
length of six characters.  The output string is “abc  123   ”.  Two spaces follow “abc”
and three spaces follow “123”.

In the following example, NCL inserts the string “123” into the string “abc” at
character position 5 (“abc” is padded to five characters).  The string “123” is padded to
a length of six characters.  Both strings are padded with the specified pad character (+).
The output string is “abc++123+++”:

&A = 123
&B = ABC
&C = 5
&D = 6
&E = "+"
&RESULT = INSERT(&A,&B,&C,&D,&E)
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JUSTIFY The JUSTIFY built-in function inserts spaces or a user-specified pad character into a
string.

NCL first normalizes the string by removing all leading and trailing spaces.  Next, any
multiple occurrences of spaces within the given string are replaced by a single space
character.  Finally, the pad character then replaces the spaces, evenly from left to right,
to the required specified length of the string.  Depending on the specified length of the
target string, multiple instances of the specified pad character can be inserted between
each separate word of the source string; see the examples given at the end of this
description.

JUSTIFY( string, length [, pad ] )

string

specifies the string to be justified.

length

specifies the length of the justified output string.  This operand must always be a
non negative whole number.

If length is less than the length of the string, the string is truncated on the right to
the specified value of length, and trailing spaces are removed.

pad

specifies the pad character to be used.  The default is a space.  If specified, this
operand must be only one character in length.

Considerations

If NCL is unable to insert the same number of pad characters between each word,
it uses a lesser number between the first and second words of the string.  This is
shown in the fourth example following.  NCL can truncate a string, as shown in
the second example following.

See also SPACE, which removes extraneous spaces from a string and optionally
replaces them with another character.

Examples

In the following example, the string “The blue sky” is justified to 14 characters in
length.  The output string is “The  blue  sky”; it has two spaces between each word:

&A = The blue sky
&B = 14
&RESULT = JUSTIFY(&A,&B)
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In the following example, the string “The blue sky” is justified to eight characters in
length.  The output string is “The blue”, with a single space between each word:

&A = The blue sky
&B = 8
&RESULT = JUSTIFY(&A,&B)

In the following example, the string “The blue sky” is justified to nine characters in
length.  The pad character is “+”.  The output string is “The++blue”:

&A = The blue sky
&B = 8
&C = "+"
&RESULT = JUSTIFY(&A,&B,&C)

In the following example, the string “The blue sky” is justified to 13 characters in
length.  The pad character is “#”.  The output string is “The#blue##sky”:

&A = The blue sky
&B = 13
&C = #
&RESULT = JUSTIFY(&A,&B,&C)
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LASTPOS The LASTPOS built-in function locates the last occurrence of a substring within a
string.  The search starts at the last character of the string and scans backwards, unless
you specify an optional starting position.  The value returned is the character position
of the substring within the string being searched.  0 (zero) is returned if the substring
does not exist.

LASTPOS( needle, haystack [, start ] )

needle

specifies the substring to be searched for.

haystack

specifies the string to be searched.

start

specifies the starting character position for the search.  If start is not specified, or
if it specifies a character position beyond the end of haystack, the search begins
at the last character position of haystack.  This operand must be a positive whole
number.

Considerations

If either needle or haystack is null, 0 (zero) is returned.

See also POS, which returns the location of a substring within a string.

Examples

In the following example, NCL searches the string “AAABBBCCCABC” for the
character “C”:

ASAX: PROCEDURE
    &RESULT = LASTPOS(C,AAABBBCCCABC)
    SAY THE RESULT IS &RESULT
END ASAX

In the previous example, the result 12 is displayed, which is the position of the last
occurrence of the character “C”.

In the following example, NCL searches the string “abc def ghi” for a space.  The last
occurrence of a space is found at character position 8:

SAY LASTPOS(" ",abc def ghi)

In the following example, NCL searches the string “abcdefgh ” for a space.  The last
occurrence of a space is found at character position 9:

SAY LASTPOS(" ","abcdefgh ")
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In the following example, NCL searches the string “abc def ghi” for a space.  The
starting character position for the search is specified as character position 7.  The last
occurrence of a space is found at character position 4:

&A = " "
&B = ABC DEF GHI
&C = 7
&RESULT = LASTPOS(&A,&B,&C)

In the following example, NCL searches the string “abcdefghi” for a space.  The last
occurrence of a space is not found.  0 (zero) is returned:

&A = " "
&B = abcdefghi
&RESULT = LASTPOS(&A,&B)
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LEFT The LEFT built-in function returns the leftmost characters of a string.

LEFT( string, length [, pad ] )

string

specifies the source string.

length

specifies the number of characters to be returned.  This operand must always be a
nonnegative whole number.

pad

specifies the pad character to be used.  The default is a space.

Considerations

If the length specified is greater than that of the original source string, NCL pads
the resulting string to the required length using the specified pad character.

See also RIGHT and SUBSTR.  The SUBSTR built-in function extracts a substring
from a string; the RIGHT built-in function returns the rightmost characters of a
string.

Examples

The following example returns the five left characters of the string “ABC DEF GH”.
The output string is “ABC D”:

SAY LEFT(ABC DEF GH,5)

The following example returns the string “$198.00”.  The input string is “$198.”.  A
pad character of 0 (zero) is used to produce the seven-character result:

&A = $198.
&B = 7
&C = 0
&RESULT = LEFT(&A,&B,&C)
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LENGTH The LENGTH built-in function returns the length of a specified string.  Each space is
counted as one character.

LENGTH( string )

string

specifies the string that is measured.

Examples

The following example counts the length of the specified string.  The result is 6:

&A = ABCDEF
$RESULT = LENGTH(&A)

In the following example, the result is 10:

SAY LENGTH(" ABC DEF  ")

In the following example, the result is 7:

SAY LENGTH( ABC       DEF  )

In the previous example, NCL discards the leading and trailing spaces; then any
multiple spaces contained within the string are replaced by single spaces.  This
complies with the rule for space concatenation.  For more information on space
concatenation, see Section 10, ”Expressions and Operators.”
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LOWER The LOWER built-in function converts a specified string to lowercase characters in the
native (ASCII) character set.  The native character set must be used.

LOWER(string)

string

specifies the string to be converted.

Consideration

See also TRANSLATE and UPPER.  The TRANSLATE built-in function translates all or
part of a specified string according to input and output translation tables.  The UPPER
built-in function converts a specified string to uppercase characters in the native
(ASCII) character set.

Example

In the following example, the string “ABCDEF123” is converted to lowercase
characters.  The output string is “abcdef123”:

&A = ABCDEF123
$RESULT = LOWER(&A)
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MASKCHK The MASKCHK built-in function tests a string against a mask.

MASKCHK( mask, data [, wildcard ] )

mask

specifies the selection mask.  If the last character in mask is a wild card, any data
strings that match the mask, whether they are longer or shorter, return one of the
equal results listed later.  Testing of the mask against the string is performed on a
character-by-character basis, from left to right.  If you use any arithmetic operator
as the mask character, the character must be enclosed in quotes or must be
expressed as a variable.  See “Considerations” for a definition of a mask.

On completion of the test against the mask, the result can be one of the following
values:

EQ

indicates the data matches mask exactly.

EQL

indicates the data matches mask.  However, the data is longer than mask;
mask contains a wild-card character as its last character.

EQS

indicates the data matches mask.  However, the data is shorter than mask;
mask contains a wild-card character as its last character.

NE

indicates the data does not match mask.

data

specifies the data string to be matched.

wildcard

specifies the character to be used as the wild-card character.  If omitted, any
asterisk (*) in the mask is treated as a wild card.
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Considerations

A mask is any combination of characters used as a reference string in the
comparative testing of the contents of another supplied string.  Each character of
the mask is compared with each character of the supplied string, from left to right,
to provide one of the four possible results defined previously.  A wild-card
character in the mask is accepted by NCL as equivalent to any character in the
string.

See also ABBREV, which tests a string for a valid abbreviation.

Examples

In the following example, NCL returns a value of EQ because the mask ABC is equal
to the string.  No wild-card character is used:

&A = ABC
&B = ABC
&RESULT = MASKCHK(&A,&B)

In the following example, NCL returns a value of NE for both SAY statements, because
in both cases the mask A is a different size from the string and no wild-card character
is used:

SAY MASKCHK(A,ABC)
SAY MASKCHK(ABC,A)

In the following example, NCL returns a value of EQ because the mask AB**EF* is
equal to the string.  Default wild-card characters (asterisks) are used:

SAY MASKCHK("AB**EF*",ABCDEFG)

In the following example, NCL returns a value of EQS because the data matches the
mask ABC*, but the data is shorter than the mask.  The default wild-card character is
used:

SAY MASKCHK(ABC"*",ABC)

In the preceding two examples, the default wild cards (asterisks) must be enclosed in
quotes to avoid NCL interpreting them as arithmetic operators.

In the following example, NCL returns a value of EQL because the data matches the
mask ABC#, but the data is longer than the mask.  The wild-card character “#” is used:

&A = ABC#
&B = ABCDEF
&C = #
&RESULT = MASKCHK(&A,&B,&C)
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MAX The MAX built-in function returns the highest number in a set of numbers.  Nesting of
the MAX built-in function is permitted.  See the second example following.

MAX( number [, number… ] )

number

specifies the set of numbers to be evaluated.  Each number can be an expression.
The number of arguments cannot exceed the NCL limit of 32,000.

Consideration

See also MIN, which returns the lowest number in a set.

Examples

In the following example, the highest number in the following set is 62.  This is the
value that is returned:

SAY MAX(12,62,35,23)

The following example shows how the MAX built-in function can be nested.  The
value 5000 is assigned to the variable &1, the highest number of the set, and the value
that is returned is 5000.  The inner (nested) function results in the highest value of 12
and 55, which is 55.  This number then enters the list of numbers to be evaluated by
the outermost MAX built-in function:

&1 = 5000
&A = MAX(-31,2,45)
&RESULT = MAX(78,&1,&A,MAX(12,55))

In the following example, the highest number of the set is .098.  This is the value that is
returned:

SAY MAX(.0003,.021,.098,.00005)
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MIN The MIN built-in function returns the lowest number in a set of numbers.  Nesting of
the MIN built-in function is permitted.  See the second example following.

MIN( number [, number… ] )

number

specifies the set of numbers to be evaluated.  Each number can be an expression.
The number of arguments cannot exceed the NCL limit of 32,000.

Consideration

See also MAX, which returns the highest number in a set of numbers.

Examples

In the following example, the lowest number in the set is 12.  This is the value that is
returned:

SAY MIN(12,62,35,23)

The following example shows how the MIN built-in function can be nested.  The value
-1000 is assigned to the variable &1, the lowest number of the set, and the value that is
returned is -1000.  The inner (nested) function results in the lowest value of 2 and 809,
which is 2.  This number then enters the list of numbers to be evaluated by the
outermost MIN built-in function:

&1 = -1000
&A = MIN(-31,2,45)
&RESULT = MIN(78,&1,&A,MIN(2,809))

In the following example, the lowest number in the set is .00005.  This is the value that
is returned:

SAY MIN(.0003,.021,.098,.00005)
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NAMTONOD The NAMTONOD built-in function converts a system name to its corresponding
system number.

NAMTONOD( system-name )

system-name

specifies the alphanumeric name of the system.

Considerations

If system-name is not known, or if the system is inoperative, the number 255 is
returned.

system-name must begin with a backslash (\).  The name following the
backslash must begin with an alphabetic character and can be followed by up to
seven alphanumeric characters.

See also NODTONAM, which converts a system number to its corresponding
system name.

Examples

In the following example, the number 250 is returned:

&A = "\SYS1"
&RESULT = NAMTONOD(&A)

In the following example, the number 248 is returned:

SAY NAMTONOD("\SDI")

In the following example, the number 251 is returned:

SAY NAMTONOD('\TEST')

Notice that in the preceding examples we have avoided the interpretation of the
backslash as a logical NOT operator by enclosing the system name in quotes.
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NEXTFILE The NEXTFILE built-in function returns the name of the next file after the one
specified; optionally, NCL can return further detailed information about the file.  NCL
returns the next file name in alphabetic sequence within the subvolume.

NEXTFILE( file-spec [, detail ] )

file-spec

specifies the name of the file.  The supplied file-spec must be formatted as
follows:

[ \systemname. ]$volume.subvolume[ .filename ]

If the system name is omitted, NCL supplies the name of the local system.  The
volume and subvolume names must be supplied.

In the preceding format, systemname and volume can contain up to seven
characters.  subvolume and filename can contain up to eight characters.  The
first character of each component must be alphabetic; the rest, alphanumeric.

detail

specifies an optional letter.

N

specifies that only the name of the next file is returned.  This is the default.

F

specifies that full details are returned.  The details are returned in a string that
contains the following space-delimited values:

the name of the file

the file code

the number of bytes in the file

the date and time the file was last changed

the owner of the file

the access codes
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Considerations

Names of temporary files are not returned.

If the file name is omitted, NCL returns the first file name in the subvolume.

If the file name is invalid, or if there is no next file in the specified subvolume, a
null value is returned.

file-spec can contain up to 34 characters.

See also NEXTSVOL, which returns the name of the next subvolume.

Examples

In the system on which the following example was run, no file name was specified,
and NCL returned the file name CONFIG, which was the first file in the specified
subvolume ZNNM:

&A = "\SYS1.$DATA8.ZNNM"
&RESULT = NEXTFILE(&A)

In the following example, full details about the file code, the file size in bytes, the date
and time the file was last modified, the owner of the file, and the access codes are
returned.  The returned information is space-delimited:

&A = $DATA2.MGNCL.APROC
&RESULT = NEXTFILE(&A,F)

In the previous example, NCL returned the following string:

ASA        101        584 18-NOV-1994 15:16:16 100,36  CCCC

In the system on which this example was run, the file ASA was the one following
APROC alphabetically, in the subvolume MGNCL in the volume $DATA2.
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NEXTSVOL The NEXTSVOL built-in function returns the name of the next subvolume after the one
specified.  NCL returns the subvolume names in alphabetic sequence.

NEXTSVOL( vol-spec )

vol-spec

specifies the name of the subvolume.  The supplied vol-spec must be formatted
as follows:

[ \systemname. ]$volume.subvolume

If the system name is omitted, NCL supplies the name of the local system.  The
volume and subvolume names must be given.

In the preceding format, systemname and volume can contain up to seven
characters.  subvolume can contain up to eight characters.  The first character of
each component must be alphabetic; the rest, alphanumeric.

Considerations

If vol-spec is invalid, or if there is no subsequent subvolume in the specified
volume, a null value is returned.

vol-spec can contain up to 26 characters.

See also NEXTFILE, which returns the name of the next file in a subvolume.

Examples

In the system on which the following example was run, NCL returned the next
subvolume name in alphabetic sequence to GMM, which was HAWKDOC:

&A = $DATA.GMM
&RESULT = NEXTSVOL(&A)

In the previous example, the subvolume GMM may or may not exist.

In the following example, NCL returned the null value "":

SAY NEXTSVOL("$DATA9.ZNNM")

In the previous example, for the system on which this built-in function was executed,
there was no subsequent subvolume.
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NODTONAM The NODTONAM built-in function converts a system number to its corresponding
system name.

NODTONAM( system-number )

system-number

specifies the number of the system.

Considerations

If system-number is not known, or if the system is inoperative, a null value is
returned.

system-number must be a valid number in the range 0 through 254.

See also NAMTONOD, which converts a system name to its corresponding system
number.

Example

In the following example, NCL returned the name \SYS1 for the system on which this
built-in function was executed:

&A = 250
&RESULT = NODTONAM(&A)
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NOYES The NOYES built-in function returns a NO or YES value depending on whether a
specified expression is true (1) or false (0).  A NO is returned if the result of the
evaluation is 0 (zero); a YES is returned if the result is 1.  An error is issued if NCL
cannot evaluate the expression to be true or false.

NOYES( expression )

expression

specifies an expression to be evaluated.  The result of the evaluation must be 0
(zero) or 1; if not, NCL issues an error.

Consideration

See also NULL0, which tests a specified string and returns a value of 0 (zero) if the
string is null.

Example

In the following example, NCL evaluates the expression ABC=DEF; the resulting value
is 0 (zero), indicating inequality.  NCL returns NO:

&A = ABC
&B = DEF
&RESULT = NOYES(&A=&B)
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NULL0 The NULL0 built-in function tests a specified string and returns a value of 0 (zero) if
the string is null.

NULL0( string )

string

specifies the string to be tested.  If it is not a null string, the input string is
returned.  If string is a null string, 0 (zero) is returned.

Consideration

See also NOYES, which determines whether a specified expression is true (1) or false
(0).

Examples

In the following example, the string supplied has a null value, and 0 (zero) is returned:

&A = 0
&RESULT = NULL0(D2X(&A))

In the following example, the supplied string is not null, so it is returned.  NCL returns
“the black dog”:

SAY NULL0(the black dog)
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OVERLAY The OVERLAY built-in function overlays one string with another, beginning at the
character position specified.

OVERLAY( new, target [,[ start ] [, [ len ] [, [ pad ]
                     [, [ opt ] [, pad2 ] ] ] ] ] )

new

specifies the data that overlays target.

target

specifies the string that is overlayed.

start

specifies the overlay starting character position in target.  start must be a
whole number greater than 0 (zero).  If it is not specified, the overlay starts at
character position 1.  If start specifies a character position beyond the end of
target, target is padded to the character position of start using the character
specified in pad.

len

specifies the length of the overlay.  len must be a positive whole number.  If len
is an integer greater than new, new is padded to the  length of len; if it is shorter,
the number of characters in new is used.

pad

specifies the pad character that pads new and target.  The default is a space.

opt

specifies an option that alters the standard padding rules when len is an integer
greater than the length of new.  The following values may be specified:

L

specifies that new is aligned to the left and padded on the right using the
character specified as pad2.  If pad2 is not specified, then pad is used.  This
is the default if opt is null or omitted.

R

specifies that new is aligned to the right and padded on the left using the
character specified as pad2.  If pad2 is not specified, then pad is used.
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C

specifies that new is centered and padded to the left and right using the
character specified as pad2.  If pad2 is not specified, then pad is used.

pad2

specifies the pad character to be used for padding new.  If omitted, the character
specified as pad is used.

Considerations

If start and len are not supplied, overlaying takes place from the first character
position of the target string for the length of new.  If new and target are null
strings, a null string is returned.

See also SUBSTR, which extracts a substring from a string.

Examples

In the following example, the string “AAA” overlays the string “bbbbb”.  Because a
start position is not specified, the overlay begins at character position 1.  The output
string is “AAAbb”:

&A = AAA
&B = bbbbb
&RESULT = OVERLAY(&A,&B)

In the following example, the string “abcdefghijk” is overlayed by the new string 111.
The overlay begins at character position 1 for seven characters.  The padding rules are
such that the new string is centered (C) within the length (7) of the original string.  The
pad2 character is the asterisk (*).  The output string is “**111**hijk”:

&A = 111
&B = abcdefghijk
&C = 1
&D = 7
&E = C
&F = "*"
&RESULT = OVERLAY(&A,&B,&C,&D,,&E,&F)
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POS The POS built-in function returns the first location of a substring within a string,
beginning its search either at the first character of the string or at an optional specified
starting character position.  The value returned is the character position at which the
substring starts.  If the substring is not found, 0 (zero) is returned.

POS( needle, haystack [, start ] )

needle

specifies the substring to search for.

haystack

specifies the string to be searched.

start

specifies the starting position for the search.  If not specified, the search begins at
character position 1.  If start specifies a position beyond the end of haystack, 0
(zero) is returned.  This operand must be a positive whole number.

Considerations

If either needle or haystack is null, 0 (zero) is returned.

See also LASTPOS, which locates the last occurrence of a substring within a string.
This is the reverse of the POS built-in function.

Examples

In the following example, the string “DAY” is found within the string “MONDAY”.
The search begins at character position 1.  The result is 4:

&A = DAY
&B = MONDAY
&RESULT = POS(&A,&B)

In the following example, the string “L” is found at position 17 within the string “THE
DATE IS APRIL 2”.  The search begins at character position 1.  The result is 17:

SAY POS(L,THE DATE IS APRIL 2,)

In the following example, the string “L” is found within the string “LAST DATE IS
APRIL 2”.  The search begins at character position 4.  The result is 18:

&A = L
&B = LAST DATE IS APRIL 2
&C = 4
&RESULT = POS(&A,&B,&C)

In the previous example, if the starting position is omitted, the result is 1.
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QUOTE The QUOTE built-in function adds leading and trailing user-specified quote characters
to a string.

QUOTE( string [, quotechar ] )

string

specifies the string that is to be placed within quotes.

quotechar

specifies the character to be used as the quote character.  If no character is
specified, the single (‘) or double (“) quote characters are used; NCL chooses
whichever of these quote characters occurs least within the string.  If both occur
equally often (or not at all), NCL uses the double quote character.

A user-specified quote character must be one character long.  It may be any single
character (including any unprintable character) and is placed at the start and end
of the output string.

Considerations

If the quote character appears in the string, it is repeated.

A null string results in a string of two quote characters.

Take care if the quoted string contains a quote character.  Study the provided
examples for this built-in function.

Examples

In the following example, the string “this is a string” is prefaced and followed by the
default double quote (“) character.  The output string is “this is a string”:

SAY QUOTE(this is a string)

In the following example, the null string is prefaced and followed by the quote
character X.  The result is XX:

SAY QUOTE("",X)

The following examples are included to show how you can get the wrong results and
how to correct some problems you may encounter.  Suppose you want to place the
string “IT’S A QUOTE” within quotation marks.  You can try:

SAY QUOTE(IT’S A QUOTE)

The preceding example causes a compilation error because NCL cannot find a closing
single quotation mark (’).  You attempt to overcome the error by coding the example as
follows:

SAY QUOTE(IT’S A QUOTE,’)
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In the previous example, the result is “ITS A QUOTE,”.  The string “IT” is
concatenated with the string “S A QUOTE,” and the attempt to specify a single quote
character as quotechar also fails.  NCL uses the double quote character because none
is specified.

Two further attempts to solve the problem are given in the following example:

QUOTE_IT: PROCEDURE
    &A=“IT’S A QUOTE”
    &B=“‘“
    SAY QUOTE(&A,”‘”)
    SAY QUOTE(&A,&B)
END QUOTE_IT

The two results in the previous example are ‘IT‘‘S A QUOTE‘.  The two single quote
characters that precede the “S” are there because if any quote character appears in a
string, it is repeated.  (See the first consideration earlier).  Try changing the
specification of the quote character.  The following example provides two possible
solutions:

QUOTE_IT: PROCEDURE
    &A=“IT’S A QUOTE”
    &B=‘“‘
    SAY QUOTE(&A,’”’)
    SAY QUOTE(&A,&B)
END QUOTE_IT

The final result, “IT’S A QUOTE”, is correct.
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RANDOM The RANDOM built-in function returns a pseudorandom number.  The number
returned lies within a range specified in the function.

RANDOM( [ min ] [, [ max ] [, seed ] ] )

min

specifies the lowest number in the range.  The number must be a nonnegative
whole number.  The default is 0 (zero).

max

specifies the highest number in the range.  The number must be a nonnegative
whole number.  The default is 999.

seed

specifies the number to be used to reset the pseudorandom sequence.  This must
be a nonnegative whole number.  Its default is 0 (zero).  To obtain the same
repeatable sequence of random numbers, the same initial number (seed) must be
specified for the first and each subsequent call to the RANDOM built-in function.

Considerations

A run-time error results if min is not less than max.

The magnitude of the range must not exceed 100,000 (that is, if min equals 1, max
must be equal to or smaller than 100001).

The current internal seed value for the random number generator is
process-wide.  That is, it applies to all procedures that are part of the same process.

Any reasonable method may be used to obtain an initial seed.  For example, you
can use the TIME built-in function to provide an initial seed value.

Examples

In the following example, a random number from 0 (zero) through 999 is returned:

&RESULT = RANDOM()

In the following example, a random number from 0 (zero) through 999 is returned.  If
the seed 1993 is used, the number 351 is returned:

&A = 1993
&RESULT = RANDOM(,,&A)
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REMSTR The REMSTR built-in function splits a string at a specific character and returns the
data after that character.  If the character is not found, a null string is returned.

REMSTR( char, string )

char

specifies the character for which NCL searches and after which string is to be
split.  An error is issued if you specify char longer than one character.

string

specifies the string to be searched.  The search begins at the leftmost character in
the string.

Consideration

See also SELSTR, which extracts the leading portion of a string up to a specified
character.

Example

In the following example, the string “X.YY.ZZZ” is searched for the period (.).  The
output string is “YY.ZZZ”:

&A = .
&B = X.YY.ZZZ
&RESULT = REMSTR(&A,&B)
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REVERSE The REVERSE built-in function reverses the order of the characters in a string.

REVERSE( string )

string

specifies the string to be reversed.

Example

In the following example, the string “ABCDEF” is reversed and returned as the string
“FEDCBA”:

&A = ABCDEF
&RESULT = REVERSE(&A)
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RIGHT The RIGHT built-in function returns the rightmost characters of a string.

RIGHT( string, length [, pad ] )

string

specifies the source string.

length

specifies the number of characters to be returned.  This operand must always be a
nonnegative whole number.  If length is greater than the length of the specified
string, the string is padded on the left to the required length.

pad

specifies the pad character to be used.  The default is a space.

Consideration

See also LEFT and SUBSTR.  The LEFT built-in function returns the leftmost characters
of a string.  The SUBSTR built-in function extracts a substring from a string.

Examples

In the following example, the three characters of the string “abc” are preceded by
seven pad characters (defaulted to spaces).  The output string is “       abc”:

&A = abc
&B = 10
&RESULT = RIGHT(&A,&B)

In the following example, two characters from the right end of the string “abc0000” are
returned.  The output string is “00”.  The pad character is ignored:

SAY RIGHT(abc0000,2,#)

In the following example, the required output string length is longer than the original
specified string, so the pad character (specified as the asterisk), pads the output string
to the left by three characters.  The asterisk must be contained within quotes because
otherwise NCL treats it as an arithmetic operator:

SAY RIGHT(abc0000,10,"*")

The output string is “***abc0000”.
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SELSTR The SELSTR built-in function extracts the leading portion of a string, up to a specified
character.  The result is the substring comprising all characters, in the original string,
to the left of the specified search character.

If the search character is not found in the string, the entire specified string is returned.
If the search character is the first character of the specified string, a null string is
returned.

SELSTR( char , string )

char

specifies the character for which string is to be searched.

string

specifies the string that is searched.

Consideration

See also REMSTR, which splits a string at a specific character and returns the data to
the right of that character.

Example

In the following example, the string “U.I.POP” is searched for the period (.).  The
substring containing the single character “U” is the output string:

&A = .
&B = U.I.POP
&RESULT = SELSTR(&A,&B)
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SIGN The SIGN built-in function tests the specified number and indicates if it is positive,
negative, or 0 (zero).

SIGN( number )

number

specifies the number to be tested.  If the number is negative, a minus one (-1) is
returned.  If the number is 0, 0 (zero) is returned.  If the number is positive, 1 is
returned.

Example

In the following example, 12.34 is tested to determine if it is positive, negative, or 0
(zero).  The number is positive, so 1 is returned:

&A = 12.34
&RESULT = SIGN(&A)
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SPACE The SPACE built-in function removes extraneous spaces from a string and optionally
replaces them with another character.

SPACE( string [, [ n ] [, pad ] ] )

string

specifies the string to be reformatted.  Leading and trailing spaces are always
removed.

n

specifies the number of pad characters to be placed between words.  n must be a
nonnegative whole number.  If 0 (zero) is specified, all spaces are removed; they
are not replaced by the pad character.

pad

specifies the character to be used to pad the string.  The character, if omitted,
defaults to a space character.

Considerations

A null input string results in a null output string.

If n and pad are omitted, multiple spaces between words are normalized to a
single space.

See also JUSTIFY and STRIP.  The JUSTIFY built-in function inserts spaces or
user-specified pad characters into a string.  The STRIP built-in function strips a
specified leading and/or trailing character, or characters, from a string.

Examples

In the following example, the string “  abc  xxx  ” has the leading and trailing spaces
removed.  Because the n and pad operands have not been specified, the two spaces
between “abc” and “xxx” are normalized to one space.  The output string is “abc xxx”:

SAY SPACE(  abc  xxx  )

In the following example, leading and trailing spaces in the string “ abc  def  g   ” are
removed.  The spaces between the letters are replaced by two pound sign (#)
characters.  The output string is “abc##def##g”:

&A = " ABC  DEF  G  "
&B = 2
&C = #
&RESULT = SPACE(&A,&B,&C)
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SSIDTOTEXT The SSIDTOTEXT built-in function translates an internal format SSID to an external
format string.

SSIDTOTEXT( string [, option ] )

string

specifies the string to be translated.

option

specifies a parameter that indicates the type of action to be performed.  The
following options are available:

L

specifies that the long form of the translation is carried out.

S

specifies that the short form of the translation is carried out.

Considerations

See also TEXTTOSSID, which does the reverse of SSIDTOTEXT.

An error results if an invalid or null string is supplied.

Example

In the following example, both long and short external SSIDs are defined.  The
complementary built-in function TEXTTOSSID is used to create both long and short
forms of the corresponding internal forms of these SSIDs.  Finally, the SSIDTOTEXT
built-in function is coded to translate these internal SSIDs to both the short and long
form of external strings respectively.  All the resulting strings and SSIDs are displayed:

SSID_TO_TEXT:  PROCEDURE
    &LONG_EXT_SSID = "TANDEM.NNM.D30"
    &INT_SSID = TEXTTOSSID(&LONG_EXT_SSID,L)
    &SHORT_EXT_SSID = SSIDTOTEXT(&INT_SSID,S)
        SAY "&LONG_EXT_SSID = " &LONG_EXT_SSID
        SAY "&INT_SSID = " &INT_SSID
        SAY "&SHORT_EXT_SSID = " &SHORT_EXT_SSID
    &SHORT_EXT_SSID = "PWY"
    &INT_SSID = TEXTTOSSID(&SHORT_EXT_SSID,S)
    &LONG_EXT_SSID = SSIDTOTEXT(&INT_SSID,L)
        SAY "&LONG_EXT_SSID = " &LONG_EXT_SSID
        SAY "&INT_SSID = " &INT_SSID
        SAY "&SHORT_EXT_SSID = " &SHORT_EXT_SSID
END SSID_TO_TEXT
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STRIP The STRIP built-in function strips leading and/or trailing occurrences of a specified
character from a string.

STRIP( string [, [ option ] [, char ] ] )

string

specifies the string to be processed.

option

specifies a parameter that indicates the strip action to be performed:

B

specifies that both leading and trailing occurrences of the specified character
are stripped.  This is the default if option is omitted.

L

specifies that only leading occurrences of the specified character are removed.

T

specifies that only trailing occurrences of the specified character are removed.

char

specifies the character to be stripped.  The default strip character is a space.

Considerations

A null input string results in a null output string.

See also JUSTIFY and SPACE.  The JUSTIFY built-in function inserts spaces or
user-specified pad characters into a string.  The SPACE built-in function removes
extraneous spaces from a string.

Examples

In the following example, no character is specified, so the leading and trailing spaces
are removed from the string “  ab c  ”.  The output string is “ab c”:

SAY STRIP(  ab c  )

In the following example, leading 0s are removed from the string “00012.45000”.  The
output string is “12.45000”:

&A = 00012.45000
&B = L
&C = 0
&RESULT = STRIP(&A,&B,&C)
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In the following example, both leading and trailing zeros are removed from the string
“00012.45000”.  The output string is “12.45”:

&A = 00012.45000
&B = B
&C = 0
&RESULT = STRIP(&A,&B,&C)
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SUBSTR The SUBSTR built-in function extracts a substring from a string, starting from a
specified position within the string.  Starting from the specified character, a portion or
the remainder of the string is returned.

SUBSTR( string, n [, [ length ] [, [ pad ] [, length2 ] ] ] )

string

specifies the string on which the extraction is to be performed.

n

specifies the starting position for the extraction.  n must be a positive whole
number.  If n specifies a position beyond the end of string, a null string is
returned.  If n specifies the position of the last character of string, that character
is returned.

length

specifies the length of the substring to be returned.  length must be a
nonnegative whole number.  If length is not specified, the string returned is from
character position n to the end of the string.

pad

specifies the character to be used to pad the string.  If specified, this operand must
be only one character in length.  The default pad character is a space.  If length is
not specified, the pad character is ignored.

length2

specifies the length of the substring to be returned.  With this option, NCL
interprets length differently when it is also used.  If length2 is specified, the
values of length and pad are overridden.  If length2 is longer than the length
from n to the end of the string, the string is returned, with no padding, from
character position n to its end.  If the string is longer than length2, only the
string from n to the length of length2 is returned.  See the examples for a
demonstration of how this built-in function works.

Consideration

See also LEFT and RIGHT.  The LEFT built-in function returns the leftmost characters
of a string.  The RIGHT built-in function returns the rightmost characters of a string.
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Examples

In the following example, beginning at character position 2 of the string “abc”, the next
two characters “bc” form the substring that is returned:

&A =ABC
&B = 2
&RESULT = SUBSTR(&A,&B)

In the following example, beginning at character position 7 of the string
“abcdefghijklmno”, the rest of the string is returned.  length2 is specified as longer
than the length of the string from character position 7 to the end of the string.  By
specifying length2, the pad and length operands are ignored.  The resulting
substring is “ghijklmno”:

&A = ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO
&B = 7
&C = 5
&D = #
&E = 20
&RESULT = SUBSTR(&A,&B,&C,&D,&E)

In the following example, beginning at character position 7 of the string “abcdefghi”,
the rest of the string is returned.  Because the length operand is not specified, the
substring returned is from character position 7 to the end of the string.  No padding is
necessary even though a pad character is specified.   The resulting substring is “ghi”:

SAY SUBSTR(abcdefghi,7,,#)

In the following example n is specified as 25, and is beyond the length of the string
“abcdefghi”.  The null string “” is returned, and the pad character is ignored:

SAY SUBSTR(abcdefghi,25,,#)

In the following example, beginning at character position 1 of the string “abcdefg”, ten
characters are returned.  Because the requested length of the substring, specified in
length (10), is larger than the original string, the pad character of a dollar sign ($) is
used to extend the substring to its required length.  The resulting substring is
“abcdefg$$$”:

SAY SUBSTR(abcdefg,1,10,$)
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SUBWORD The SUBWORD built-in function extracts a substring from a string, starting from a
specified word in the string.  It deletes trailing spaces after the last word in the output
string.  All spaces between words are preserved.

SUBWORD( string, n [, length ] )

string

specifies the string on which the extraction is to be performed.

n

specifies the word position at which the extraction is to begin.  n must be a
positive whole number.  If n specifies a word position beyond the end of the
string, a null string is returned.

length

specifies the number of words to be returned.  If length is omitted, the entire
source string (from word position n) is returned.  Trailing spaces after the last
word in string are not returned.  This operand must be a nonnegative whole
number.  If length is not specified, the output string consists of all words from
word position n to the end of the supplied string.

Consideration

See also DELWORD and WORDPOS.  The DELWORD built-in function deletes a
specified number of words from a string.  The WORDPOS built-in function returns the
first position of a string of words within another string.

Examples

In the following example, beginning from the fourth word of the string “1 2 3 4 5        ”,
the rest of the string is extracted.  The resulting substring is “4 5”.  The trailing spaces
are omitted, but the spaces between words are preserved:

SAY SUBWORD(1 2 3 4 5       ,4)

In the following example, beginning from the second word of the string
“ abc def ghi jkl”, two words are extracted.  The resulting substring is “def ghi”:

&A = ABC DEF GHI JKL
&RESULT = SUBWORD(&A,2,2)
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SYMBOL The SYMBOL built-in function tests the supplied name to determine if it can be used
as a valid NCL variable name.  Both lowercase and uppercase characters may be used
for the name.

SYMBOL( name )

name

specifies the variable to be tested.  The variable designator (&) must not be
included in name.  One of the following values is returned:

VAR

indicates the symbol can be used as a valid variable name.

BAD

indicates the symbol is not valid.

GLBL

indicates the symbol starts with GLBL (indicating a global variable) and is
valid.

Consideration

The attempt to test an illegal or nonexistent system variable name, such as &SYS.RRR,
results in a compilation error.

Examples

In the following example, the name “ABC” is tested and the value VAR is returned,
indicating that the name is a valid NCL variable name:

&A = ABC
&RESULT = SYMBOL(&A)

In the following example, the name “a J” is tested and the value BAD is returned,
indicating that the name is not a valid NCL variable name:

SAY SYMBOL(a J)

In the following example, the name “glbl34f” is tested and the value GLBL is returned,
indicating that the name is a valid NCL global variable name:

SAY SYMBOL(glbl34f)
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TEXTTOSSID The TEXTTOSSID built-in function translates an external format string to an internal
format SSID.

TEXTTOSSID( string [, option ] )

string

specifies the string to be translated.

option

specifies a parameter that indicates the type of action to be performed.  The
following options are available:

L

specifies that the long form of the translation is carried out.

S

specifies that the short form of the translation is carried out.

Considerations

See also SSIDTOTEXT, which does the reverse of TEXTTOSSID.

An error results if an invalid or null string is supplied.

Examples

In the following example, both long and short external SSIDs are defined.  The built-in
function TEXTTOSSID is used to create both long and short forms of the
corresponding internal forms of these SSIDs.  Finally, the complementary built-in
function SSIDTOTEXT is coded to translate these internal SSIDs to both the short and
long forms of external strings respectively.  All the resulting strings and SSIDs are
displayed:

TEXT_TO_SSID:  PROCEDURE
    &LONG_EXT_SSID = "TANDEM.NNM.D30"
    &INT_SSID = TEXTTOSSID(&LONG_EXT_SSID,L)
    &SHORT_EXT_SSID = SSIDTOTEXT(&INT_SSID,S)
        SAY "&LONG_EXT_SSID = " &LONG_EXT_SSID
        SAY "&INT_SSID = " &INT_SSID
        SAY "&SHORT_EXT_SSID = " &SHORT_EXT_SSID
    &SHORT_EXT_SSID = "PWY"
    &INT_SSID = TEXTTOSSID(&SHORT_EXT_SSID,S)
    &LONG_EXT_SSID = SSIDTOTEXT(&INT_SSID,L)
        SAY "&LONG_EXT_SSID = " &LONG_EXT_SSID
        SAY "&INT_SSID = " &INT_SSID
        SAY "&SHORT_EXT_SSID = " &SHORT_EXT_SSID
END TEXT_TO_SSID
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TIME The TIME built-in function returns the current time, in one of several formats.

TIME( [ option ] )

option

indicates the format in which the time is to be displayed.  The available formats
are:

A

returns the time since midnight in the format sssss.uuuuuu, in which sssss is
seconds and uuuuuu is microseconds (that is, 0.000001 seconds).  This time is
accurate to one microsecond.  Leading 0s are suppressed.

C

returns the time in the format hh:mmxx, in which hh is hours (1 through 12
with no leading 0), mm is minutes (00 through 59), and xx is am or pm.  mm is
the current minute, not the nearest (rounded) minute.

H

returns the number of hours since midnight.  Leading 0s are suppressed.

L

returns time in a long format: hh:mm:ss.uuuuuu, in which hh is hours, mm is
minutes, ss is seconds, and uuuuuu is microseconds.

M

returns the number of minutes since midnight.  Leading 0s are suppressed.

N

returns the time in the format hh:mm:ss, in which hh is hours, mm is minutes,
and ss is seconds.

S

returns the number of seconds since midnight.  Leading 0s are suppressed.
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Considerations

As for the DATE built-in function, all TIME references within a single expression
must yield consistent results.  This requires that a single timestamp be used during
the lifetime of an expression.  The same timestamp need not be maintained for a
lower-level user function, but must be reinstated when the user function call
returns.

See also DATE, which provides the current date in one of several specified
formats.

See also the related &SYS.TIME system variable, in Section 5, “System Variables,”
which contains the system time in the format hh:mm:ss.

Examples

An example of each timestamp is shown next.  The SAY core statement, placed in front
of each TIME built-in function, gives the returned value as shown in the procedure
following this table:

Expression Example of returned value

TIME(A) 32400.435693

TIME(C) 9.00am

TIME(H) 9

TIME(L) 9:18:32.435693

TIME(M) 540

TIME(N) 9:18:32

TIME(S) 32400

SAY_IT: PROCEDURE
&A = TIME()
&B = TIME(S)
SAY &A IS THE TIME OR &B SECONDS SINCE MIDNIGHT
END SAY_IT
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TRANSLATE The TRANSLATE built-in function translates all or part of a specified string, according
to input and output translation tables.  TRANSLATE performs arbitrary substitution
of characters in a string, as well as changing specified characters in a string from
lowercase to uppercase, or from a hexadecimal value to an alternative character value.

TRANSLATE( string [, [ tableo ] [, [ tablei ] [, pad ] ] ] )

string

specifies the input string, which may be of any length.

tableo

specifies the output table to be used.  If the table is not the same length as tablei,
it is padded with the specified pad character or truncated to the same length.

Duplicate characters in this table allow several input characters to map to the same
output character.  If this operand is omitted, the result is a table of pad characters
the same length as tablei.

tablei

specifies the input table to be used.  tablei defines the characters that are
affected by the translation.  If duplicate characters occur, the first occurrence is
used.  If this operand is omitted, a default table of XRANGE ('00'x to 'FF'x) is used.
See the XRANGE built-in function later in this section for more information on
how this default table is set.

pad

specifies the character to be used to lengthen tableo to the same length as
tablei, if required.  The default pad character is a space.

Considerations

The action performed depends on the parameters specified.  If only string is
provided, lowercase characters in the native (ASCII) character set are translated to
uppercase.  Other characters are not changed.  In all other cases, tableo and
tablei define a translation rule as follows:

Each input character is located in tablei.

The index value of this character in tablei is used to index tableo.  The
character at this position replaces the source character in the string.

If both tablei and tableo are omitted, the input string is translated to a string
of the same length, consisting of the specified pad character (or spaces).  This is not
the same as specifying only one parameter (for example, the string), which causes
an uppercase table to be used.
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See also UPPER and LOWER.  The UPPER built-in function converts a string to
uppercase characters in the native (ASCII) character set; the LOWER built-in
function converts a specified string to lowercase characters in the native (ASCII)
character set.

Examples

Because no tables are specified in this example, the lowercase string “abcdef” is
converted (translated) to uppercase characters.  The output string is “ABCDEF”:

SAY TRANSLATE(abcdef)

In the following example, the string “xyzzy” is translated using the output table “*”
and the input table “z”.  All occurrences of “z” in the given string are mapped to “*”.
The output string is “xy**y”:

&A = xyzzy
&B = "*"
&C = z
&RESULT = TRANSLATE(&A,&B,&C)

In the following example, the string “2314” is translated using the output table “abcd”
and the input table “1234”.  The output string is “bcad”:

SAY TRANSLATE("2314","abcd","1234")

In the previous example, the first character of the given input string is a 2.  This
character is located in the input table “1234”.  Its position in this table is used as an
index to the output table.  The index in this case is also a 2.  The index 2 points to the
character “b” in the output table, and this becomes the first character of the resulting
output string.  The next character of the given string is treated in the same manner,
and “c” is the result.  The same is true for the remaining characters in the input string,
which are “1” and “4”.

In the following example, the string “2314” is translated using the pad character “#” as
a pseudo-output table because a true output table is not specified.  The length of this
pseudo-output table is defined to be the same length as the specified input table
“1234”.  The result is the output string “####”:

SAY TRANSLATE("2314",,"1234","#")
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TRUNC The TRUNC built-in function truncates a number to a specific number of decimal
places.

TRUNC( number [, n ] )

number

specifies the number to be truncated.  The integer part of the number is not
affected.

n

specifies the number of decimal places to preserve.  It must be a positive whole
number.  If this operand is not specified, 0 (zero) is assumed and all decimal places
are truncated.  If n is greater than the number of decimal places in number, the
number is returned unchanged.

Examples

In the following example, no value for n is specified, so the number -12.45 is truncated
to -12:

&A = -12.45
&RESULT = TRUNC(&A)

In the following example, the number 12.45069214 is truncated to four places after the
decimal point.  The output string is 12.4506:

&A = 12.45069214
&B = 4
&RESULT = TRUNC(&A,&B)
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TYPECHK The TYPECHK built-in function performs type checking on one or more strings.

TYPECHK( typelist, string [, string… ] )

typelist

specifies a list of type names to check.  The list must be in one of the following
formats:

typename
(typename)
“(typename,typename,…)”

The valid type names and characters are specified as:

ALNUMNAT

A-Z, a-z, 0-9, #, @, and $ characters.

ALPHA

A-Z and a-z characters.

ALPHANUM

A-Z, a-z, and 0-9 characters.

BIN

0 or 1 characters.

DATEx

a specified date format.  x is any of the valid DATE formats.  See the DATE
built-in function, earlier in this section.

HEX

0-9, A-F, and a-f characters.

LALPHA

a-z characters.

LALNUMNAT

a-z, 0-9, #, @, and $ characters.

LALPHANUM

a-z and 0-9 characters.
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NAME

a valid name, from 1 through 8 characters long.  The first character of the
name must be alphabetic, or one of the characters @, #, or $.

NAME12

a valid name, from 1 through 12 characters long.  The first character of the
name must be alphabetic, or one of the characters @, #, or $.

NAME256

a valid name, from 1 through 256 characters long.  The first character of the
name must be alphabetic, or one of the characters @, #, or $.

N

uppercase or lowercase.

NULL

a null string (length = 0).

NUM

a character from 0 through 9.

REAL

a valid NCL number, possibly including sign, decimals, and exponent.

SIGNNUM

a valid NCL integer with optional leading sign.  No exponent is allowed.  A
maximum of 15 digits is allowed.

UALNUMNAT

any characters from A through Z, from 0 through 9, #, @, and $.

UALPHA

any characters from A through Z.

UALPHANUM

any characters from A through Z and from 0 through 9.

Y

uppercase or lowercase.
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string

contains the data to be checked.  The first string is checked against each type
specified in typelist, in turn.  Once a type match is found, all additional string
arguments must match that same type.  If a type match is found, that type is
returned.  In all other cases, a null string is returned.

Considerations

If only one string is specified, the type matched is returned.  If additional string
arguments are specified, they must all match the same type as the first string.  If
they do not, a null string is returned.  If they all match, the type name is returned.

If more than a single type check is specified, the types must be enclosed in
parentheses and surrounded by quotes; a compilation error results otherwise.  See
the given examples.

See also DATATYPE, which tests a string to determine if it contains a specific data
type.

Examples

In the following example, the string “ABC” is checked to determine whether it is a
numeric (NUM) or an alphabetic (ALPHA) string.  Notice how the variable &C is
coded.  The value returned is ALPHA:

&A = ALPHA
&B = NUM
&C = (&A","&B)
&D = ABC
&RESULT = TYPECHK(&C,&D)

In the following example, the string “XYZ” is checked to determine whether it is a
hexadecimal (HEX) or binary (BIN) string.  The string is neither of these, so a null
value is returned:

SAY TYPECHK(“(HEX,BIN)”,XYZ)

In the following example, the string “0F0” is checked to determine whether it is a
hexadecimal (HEX) or binary (BIN) string.  The string is a valid hexadecimal value, so
HEX is returned:

SAY TYPECHK(“(HEX,BIN)”,0F0)

In the following examples, a single type specification is used.  All the examples give
the same result: HEX.  These examples are included to show the possible ways of
specifying typelist:

SAY TYPECHK(HEX,0F0)
SAY TYPECHK((HEX),0F0)
SAY TYPECHK(“(HEX)”,0F0)
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UPPER The UPPER built-in function converts a specified string to uppercase characters in the
native (ASCII) character set.  The native character set must be used.

UPPER( string )

string

specifies the string to be converted.

Consideration

See also TRANSLATE and LOWER.  The TRANSLATE built-in function translates all
or part of a specified string according to input and output translation tables.  The
LOWER built-in function translates a supplied string to lowercase characters.

Example

In the following example, the string “abcdef123” is converted to uppercase characters.
The output string is “ABCDEF123”:

&A = abcdef123
&RESULT = UPPER(&A)
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VALDEV1 The VALDEV1 built-in function determines whether a supplied string is a valid
Guardian device name.  If so, VALDEV1 returns 1; otherwise, it returns 0 (zero).  Only
the format of the name is checked.

VALDEV1( device-spec )

device-spec

specifies the device name.  The supplied device name must be formatted as
follows:

[ \systemname. ]$device[ .#subdevice[ .qualifier ] ]

In the preceding format, systemname, device, and subdevice can contain up
to seven characters.  qualifier can contain up to eight characters.  The first
character of each component must be alphabetic, and the remainder must be
alphanumeric.

Considerations

device-spec can contain up to 34 characters.

See also VALDEV2, which not only determines whether a supplied string is a
valid device name but also whether it exists in a specified system.

Examples

In the following example, 1 is returned:

&A ='\xyza.$sna03.#term03'
&RESULT = VALDEV1(&A)

In the following example, 0 (zero) is returned:

SAY VALDEV1('#term7')

In the following example, 1 is returned:

SAY VALDEV1($atp7.#term1)
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VALDEV2 The VALDEV2 built-in function determines whether a supplied string is a valid
Guardian device name in the specified system.  If so, VALDEV2 returns 1.  If the string
is not a valid device name, or does not exist in the specified system, or cannot be
validated because the specified system is inoperative, VALDEV2 returns 0 (zero).

VALDEV2( device-spec )

device-spec

specifies the device name.  The supplied device name must be formatted as
follows:

[ \systemname. ]$device[ .#subdevice[ .qualifier ] ]

In the preceding format, systemname, device, and subdevice can contain up
to seven characters.  qualifier can contain up to eight characters.  The first
character of each component must be alphabetic, and the remainder must be
alphanumeric.

Considerations

If the system name is omitted, NCL uses the name of the local system.

device-spec can contain up to thirty-four characters.

See also VALDEV1, which determines whether a supplied string is a valid device
name in a specified system.

Examples

In the following example, 0 (zero) is returned:

&A = '\sys1.$sna03.#term03'
&RESULT = VALDEV2(&A)

In the following example, 0 (zero) is returned:

SAY VALDEV2('#term7')

In the following example, 1 is returned:

SAY VALDEV2($atp7.#term1)
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VALFILE1 The VALFILE1 built-in function determines whether a supplied string is a valid
Guardian file name.  If so, VALFILE1 returns 1; otherwise, it returns 0 (zero).  The file
need not exist; only the format of the name is checked.

VALFILE1( file-spec )

file-spec

specifies the name of the file.  The supplied name must be formatted as follows:

[ \systemname. ]$volume.subvolume.filename

In the preceding format, systemname and volume can each contain up to seven
characters.  subvolume and filename can each contain up to eight characters.
The first character of each component must be alphabetic, and the remainder must
be alphanumeric.  Leading spaces are not allowed.

Considerations

file-spec can contain up to 34 characters.

See also VALFILE2, which not only determines whether a supplied string is a
valid Guardian file name but also whether it exists in a specified system.

See also VALFILE3, which determines whether a supplied string is a valid
Guardian file name and returns the fully qualified Guardian file name with the
missing volume and/or subvolume names (if any) with default values.

Examples

In the following example, 1 is returned:

&A = '\sys1.$data2.mikeg.aline'
&RESULT = VALFILE1(&A)

In the following example, 0 (zero) is returned:

SAY VALFILE1('NCP')

In the following example, 0 (zero) is returned:

SAY VALFILE1($11data)
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VALFILE2 The VALFILE2 built-in function determines whether a supplied string is a valid
Guardian file name in the specified system.  If so, VALFILE2 returns 1.  If the string is
not a valid file name, or does not exist in the specified system, or cannot be validated
because the specified system is inoperative, VALFILE2 returns 0 (zero).

VALFILE2( file-spec )

file-spec

specifies the name of the file.  The supplied name must be formatted as follows:

\systemname.$volume.subvolume.filename

In the preceding format, systemname and volume can each contain up to seven
characters, and subvolume and filename can each contain up to eight
characters.  The first character of each component must be alphabetic, and the
remainder must be alphanumeric.  Leading spaces are not allowed.

Considerations

file-spec can contain up to 34 characters.

See also VALFILE1, which determines whether a supplied string is a valid
Guardian file name in a specified system.

See also VALFILE3, which determines whether a supplied string is a valid
Guardian file name and returns the fully qualified Guardian file name with the
missing volume and/or subvolume names (if any) with default values.

Examples

In the following example, 1 is returned:

&A = '\sys1.$data2.mgncl.aline'
&RESULT = VALFILE2(&A)

In the following example, 0 (zero) is returned:

SAY VALFILE2('NCP')

In the following example, 0 (zero) is returned:

SAY VALFILE2($11data)
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VALFILE3 The VALFILE3 built-in function determines whether a supplied string is a valid
Guardian file name and supplies it with default values for any missing volume or
subvolume names.

VALFILE3( file-spec [, subvol-spec ])

file-spec

specifies the name of the file to be validated.  The supplied name must be
formatted as follows:

[ \systemname. ] [ [ $volume. ] subvolume. ] filename

In the preceding format, file-spec can contain up to 34 characters; subvolume
and filename can each contain up to 8 characters.  The first character of each
component must be alphabetic, and the remainder must be alphanumeric.
Leading spaces are not allowed.  If the supplied string is not a valid file name,
NCL returns a null string.

subvol-spec

specifies the name of the default subvolume.  The supplied name must be
formatted as follows:

[ \systemname. ] $volume.subvolume

In the preceding format, subvolume can contain up to eight characters.  The first
character of each component must be alphabetic, and the remainder must be
alphanumeric.  Leading spaces are not allowed.

If the default subvolume (subvol-spec) is incorrectly specified, NCL returns a
null string.

If subvol-spec  is omitted, or is a null string, NCL supplies the default volume
and subvolume of the executing process.

Considerations

If file-spec or subvol-spec is in network format, NCL returns the file name
in network format.  If you specify a node name, only the existence of the node is
checked (not the volume, subvolume, or file name).  If the node name does not
exist, NCL returns \?? as the node name.

See also VALFILE1, which determines whether a supplied string is a valid
Guardian file name in a specified system.

See also VALFILE2, which not only determines whether a supplied string is a
valid Guardian file name but also whether it exists in a specified system.
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Examples

Table 4-5 summarizes combinations of file-spec and subvol-spec.  The table
operates as if nodes \SYS1 and \SYS2 exist, and node \SYS3 does not exist.  The table
assumes a default subvolume of $X.Y.

Table 4-5.  Examples of VALFILE3

file-spec subvol-spec VALFILE3 Returns Comment

C null $X.Y.C Valid.

B.C null $X.B.C Valid.

$A.B.C null $A.B.C Valid.

\SYS1.C null \SYS1.$X.Y.C The node name is returned if provided in file-spec.

\SYS1.B.C null \SYS1.$X.B.C The node name is returned if provided in file-spec.

\SYS1.$A.B.C null \SYS1.$A.B.C The node name is returned if provided in file-spec.

C $V.S $V.S.C Valid.

B.C $V.S $V.B.C Valid.

$A.B.C $V.S $A.B.C Valid.

C \SYS2.$V.S \SYS2.$V.S.C The node name is returned if provided in subvol-spec.

B.C \SYS2.$V.S \SYS2.$V.B.C The node name is returned if provided in subvol-spec.

$A.B.C \SYS2.$V.S \SYS2.$A.B.C The node name is returned if provided in subvol-spec.

\SYS1.C \SYS2.$V.S \SYS1.$V.S.C If file-spec and subvol-spec include a node name, the
first node name takes precedence.

\SYS1.B.C \SYS2.$V.S \SYS1.$V.B.C If file-spec and subvol-spec include a node name, the
first node name takes precedence.

\SYS1.$A.B.C \SYS2.$V.S \SYS1.$A.B.C If file-spec and subvol-spec include a node name, the
first node name takes precedence.

\SYS1.$A.B $V.S null file-spec is invalid.

$A.B $V.S null file-spec is invalid.

$A $V.S null file-spec is invalid.

C $V null subvol-spec is invalid.

B.C $V null subvol-spec is invalid.

$A.B.C $V null subvol-spec is invalid.

C S null subvol-spec is invalid.

B.C S null subvol-spec is invalid.

$A.B.C S null subvol-spec is invalid.

\SYS3.C $V.S \??.$V.S.C \SYS3 does not exist in the network; therefore, \?? is returned.

\SYS3.B.C $V.S \??.$V.B.C \SYS3 does not exist in the network; therefore, \?? is returned.

\SYS3.$A.B.C $V.S \??.$A.B.C \SYS3 does not exist in the network; therefore, \?? is returned.

C \SYS3.$V.S \??.$V.S.C \SYS3 does not exist in the network; therefore, \?? is returned.

B.C \SYS3.$V.S \??.$V.B.C \SYS3 does not exist in the network; therefore, \?? is returned.

$A.B.C \SYS3.$V.S \??.$A.B.C \SYS3 does not exist in the network; therefore, \?? is returned.
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VALPROC1 The VALPROC1 built-in function determines whether a supplied string is a valid
Guardian process name.  If so, VALPROC1 returns 1; otherwise, it returns 0 (zero).

VALPROC1( process-spec )

process-spec

specifies the process name.  The supplied process name must be formatted as
follows:

[ \systemname. ]$processname[ .#qualifier1[ .qualifier2 ] ]

In the preceding format, systemname and qualifier1 can contain up to seven
characters, processname can contain up to five characters, and qualifier2 can
contain up to eight characters.  The first character of each component must be
alphabetic, and the remainder must be alphanumeric.

Considerations

If the system name is omitted, NCL uses the name of the local system.

process-spec can contain up to 33 characters.

See also VALPROC2, which not only determines whether a supplied string is a
valid process name but also whether it exists in a specified system.

Examples

In the following example, 1 is returned:

&A = '\sys1.$tc31'
&RESULT = VALPROC1(&A)

In the following example, 1 is returned:

SAY VALPROC1($ngm)

In the following example, 0 (zero) is returned:

SAY VALPROC1(process)

In the following example, 1 is returned:

SAY VALPROC1($s.#default.default)
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VALPROC2 The VALPROC2 built-in function determines whether a supplied string is a valid
Guardian process name in the specified system.  If so VALPROC2 returns 1; otherwise,
it returns 0 (zero).

VALPROC2( process-spec )

process-spec

specifies the process name.  The supplied process name must be formatted as
follows:

[ \systemname. ]$processname[ .#qualifier1[ .qualifier2 ] ]

In the preceding format, systemname and qualifier1 can contain up to seven
characters, processname can contain up to five characters, and qualifier2 can
contain up to eight characters.  The first character of each component must be
alphabetic, and the remainder must be alphanumeric.

Considerations

If the system name is omitted, the name of the local system is used.

process-spec can contain up to 33 characters.

See also VALPROC1, which determines whether a supplied string is a valid
process name.

Examples

In the following example, 1 is returned:

&A = '\sys1.$tc31'
&RESULT = VALPROC2(&A)

In the following example, 0 (zero) is returned:

SAY VALPROC2($ngm)

In the following example, 0 (zero) is returned:

SAY VALPROC2(process)
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VARSUB The VARSUB built-in function performs variable substitution on a string and returns
the substituted string.  It scans string for variables denoted by subchar and
replaces the variable with its contents.  The process is repeated until number is
reached or there are no more variables to substitute.  The built-in function returns a
string consisting of either text or text and unsubstituted variable names (if scanning is
incomplete).

VARSUB( string [ [ , number ] , subchar ] )

string

specifies the string that requires variable substitution.

number

specifies the number of times the string is to be scanned for substitution.  The
default is 1.  You can specify a number from 1 through 16.  The string is scanned,
at most, the number of times necessary to substitute all the variables present; if
this is less than number, the scanning stops.  See the fourth example given later.

subchar

specifies the character that designates a variable (the variable designator).  This
allows you to alter the variable designator to a value other than the default value
of the ampersand (&).  By altering the variable designator you prevent NCL from
substituting variables with their values before parsing the string, which would
lead to syntax errors.

You can specify one of the following characters:

~ ` ! % ^ & - + = [ ] | \ : ; " ' < > , /

Considerations

The following system variables are set if a variable parsed by VARSUB results in a
run-time error:

&SYS.ERROR.COND contains the name of the error condition.

&SYS.ERROR.VALUE contains the string being parsed when the error
occurred.  If more than one pass was requested, this is a string already
substituted by VARSUB and not the original string.

&SYS.ERROR.VALUE2 contains “Curr Pass# n” where n is the current pass
number when the error occurred.

&SYS.ERROR.NAME contains the variable name, less the initial variable
designator, of the variable that caused the error.

Leading or trailing blanks are returned by VARSUB if they are present in the
original string passed to VARSUB.
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Examples

In the following example, the string requiring variable substitution, “ABC &A XYZ”, is
scanned once.  The output string is “ABC 123 XYZ”:

&A = "123"
&result = VARSUB( "ABC &a XYZ" )
SAY "Result is "&result

In the following example, the string requiring variable substitution, “ABC &A XYZ”, is
scanned twice.  During the first scan, &A is replaced by “&B”; the result is
“ABC &B XYZ”.  During the second scan, &B is replaced by “999”; the output string is
“ABC 999 XYZ”:

&A = "&B"
&B = "999"
&result = VARSUB( "ABC &a XYZ", 2 )

In the following example, the tilde is used as the variable designator and the string
requiring variable substitution, “ABC ~A XYZ”, is scanned three times.  During the
first scan, ~A is replaced by “~B”; the result is “ABC ~B XYZ”.  During the second
scan, ~B is replaced by “~C”; the result is “ABC ~C XYZ”.  During the third scan, ~C is
replaced by “999”; the output string is “ABC 999 XYZ”:

&A = "~B"
&B = "~C"
&C = "999"
&result = VARSUB( "ABC ~A XYZ", 3, "~" )

In the following example, the string requiring variable substitution,
“ABC &A &B &C XYZ”, is scanned a maximum of 16 times (specified by n equal to
16).  During the first scan, &A is replaced by “&B”, &B is replaced by “&C”, and &C is
replaced by “999”; the result is “ABC &B &C 999 XYZ”.  During the second scan, &B is
replaced by “&C”, and &C is replaced by “999”; the result is “ABC &C 999 999 XYZ”.
During the third scan, &C is replaced by “999”; the output string is
“ABC 999 999 999 XYZ”.  This is the last scan, though n is specified as 16, because
there are no more variables to substitute:

&A = "&B"
&B = "&C”
&C = “999”
&result = VARSUB( "ABC &A &B &C XYZ", 16 )
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VERIFY The VERIFY built-in function verifies that one or more characters in a string are also in
a specified reference string.

VERIFY( string, reference [ [, option ] [, start ] ] )

string

specifies the string to be verified.  If a null string is supplied, the value returned is
0 (zero).

reference

specifies a string containing the acceptable characters.  It is not necessary for all
characters that appear in reference to appear in the string; repeated characters
are redundant.  If reference is null, and option is m (match), 0 (zero) is
returned.  If reference is null, and option is n (no match), 1 is returned.

option

specifies an optional expression that can be used to change the behavior of the
VERIFY built-in function.  The available options are m or n.

n

indicates no match.  Returns the position of the first character in the string that
is not in reference.

m

indicates match.  Returns the position of the first character in string that is
also in reference.

start

specifies the character position within string at which the verification is to start.
If specified, only characters from the specified start position to the end of string
are verified.  If omitted, verification starts at the beginning of string.  If start
specifies a character position beyond the end of the string, 0 (zero) is returned.

Considerations

The VERIFY built-in function verifies that string contains one or more of the
characters supplied in reference.  If this is true, 0 (zero) is returned.  If the string
contains other characters, the position of the first character in string that is not in
reference is returned.

See also TYPECHK, which performs type checking on one or more strings.
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Examples

In the following example, the string “123” is verified to determine whether it contains
one or more of the characters 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, or 0.  Neither n (nomatch) or m
(match) is specified, so n is assumed.  0 (zero) is returned because there are no
characters in the given string that are not in the reference string:

SAY VERIFY(123,1234567890)

In the following example, the string “1234A567” is verified to determine whether it
contains one or more of the characters 1, A, or 7.  The character 7 occurs at position 8,
so the value 8 is returned:

&A = 1234A567
&B = 1A7
&C = M
&D = 6
&RESULT = VERIFY(&A,&B,&C,&D)

In the previous example, the option m (match) and starting character position 6 are
used.

In the following example, the string “1234A56” is verified to determine whether it
contains one or more of the characters “aaa”.  No character is found to satisfy the
condition, so 0 (zero) is returned:

SAY VERIFY(1234A56,aaa,m)

In the previous example, the option m (match) is used.  No starting character position
is specified, so the verification starts at the first character of string.

In the following example, the string “1A6” is verified to determine if none of its
characters appear in the reference string “1234567890”.  The character “A” appears in
character position 2 of the string to be verified; this character is not in the reference
string, so the value 2 is returned:

SAY VERIFY(1A6,1234567890)

In the previous example, neither option or start is specified, so NCL uses the
default option n and starting character position 1.
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WORD The WORD built-in function extracts a specified word from a string.

WORD( string, n )

string

specifies the string from which the word is to be extracted.

n

specifies the word position (counted from the left of the string) of the required
word.  n must be a positive whole number.  If n specifies a word position beyond
the end of the string, a null string is returned.

Consideration

See also SUBWORD, which extracts a substring from a string, starting from a specified
word in the string.

Examples

In the following example, the second word of the string “This is a message” is
returned.  The output string is “is”:

&A = This is a message
&B = 2
&RESULT = WORD(&A,&B)

In the following example, the sixth word of the string “This is a message” is to be
returned.  The output string is a null string because there are only four words in the
given string:

SAY WORD(This is a message,6)
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WORDINDEX The WORDINDEX built-in function returns the character position of the first character
of a specified word in a specified string.

WORDINDEX( string, n )

string

specifies the string to be processed.

n

specifies the word position in string (counting from the left) to be located.  n
must be a positive whole number.  If n specifies a word position beyond the end of
the string, 0 (zero) is returned.

Consideration

See also WORD and WORDLENGTH.  The WORD built-in function extracts a word
from a string; the WORDLENGTH built-in function returns the length of a specified
word in a string.

Example

In the following example, NCL finds the fourth word of the string “this is a message”,
and locates the character position in the string where this word begins.  The word
“message” begins at character position 11, so “11” is returned:

&A = this is a message
&B = 4
&RESULT =  WORDINDEX(&A,&B)
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WORDLENGTH The WORDLENGTH built-in function returns the length of a specified word in a
string.

WORDLENGTH( string, n )

string

specifies the string to be processed.

n

specifies the word position in string of the word whose length you want.  n
must be a positive whole number.  If n specifies a word position beyond the end of
the string, 0 (zero) is returned.

Consideration

See also WORD and WORDINDEX.  The WORD built-in function extracts a word from
a string; the WORDINDEX built-in function returns the position of the first character
of a word in a specified string.

Example

In the following example, the length of the third word in the string “this is a message”
is required.  The character length of a is 1, so “1” is returned:

&A = this is a message
&B = 3
&RESULT = WORDLENGTH(&A,&B)
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WORDPOS The WORDPOS built-in function returns the first position of a word or a phrase of
words within a specified string.  0 (zero) is returned if the phrase is not found within
the string.

WORDPOS( phrase, string [, start ] )

phrase

specifies the substring to be searched for.

string

specifies the string to be searched.

start

specifies a starting position for the search.  This optional operand must be a
positive whole number.  If omitted, the search starts at the beginning of the
specified string.  If start specifies a starting position that is beyond the end of
string, 0 (zero) is returned.

Considerations

phrase and string need not have the same number of spaces between words.
However, the actual words must be identical.

See also SUBWORD, WORD, and WORDINDEX.  The SUBWORD built-in
function extracts a substring from a string starting from a specified word in the
string.  The WORD built-in function extracts a word from a string.  The
WORDINDEX built-in function returns the position of the first character of a word
in a specified string.

Examples

In the following example, the string “now is the time” is searched for the substring
containing the words “is the”.  The starting position for the search is specified as the
second word.  This substring starts at the second word in the specified string, so a
value of “2” is returned:

&A = is the
&B = now is the time
&c = 2
&RESULT = WORDPOS(&A,&B,&C)
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In the following example, the string “now is the time” is searched for the word “the”,
which is the third word in the string, so a value of “3” is returned:

SAY WORDPOS(the,now is the time)

In the following example, the string “now is the time” is searched for the word “The”.
Because “The” is specified with an initial capital (T), the word is not found in the
string, and so 0 (zero) is returned:

SAY WORDPOS(The,now is the time)
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WORDS The WORDS built-in function returns the number of words in a specified string.

WORDS( string )

string

specifies the input string that is inspected.  If a null string is specified, 0 (zero) is
returned.

Consideration

See also DELWORD and WORDPOS.  The DELWORD built-in function deletes a
specified number of words from a string.  The WORDPOS built-in function returns the
first position of a word or a substring of words within a specified string.

Example

In the following example, NCL counts the number of words in the string “this is a
message”.  The value 4 is returned:

&A = this is a message
&RESULT = WORDS(&A)
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X2C The X2C built-in function converts a string of hexadecimal characters to its ASCII
equivalent.

X2C( string )

string

specifies the string that is converted.  The string must consist of 0-9, A-F, or a-f
characters only.  Spaces are permitted at byte boundaries.  If an odd number of
hexadecimal characters is found, a single 0 (zero) is added to the front of the
string.

Considerations

If a null string is specified, a null string is returned.

See also C2X, which converts a string to its hexadecimal equivalent.

Example

In the following example, the string “616263313233” is returned as “abc123”:

&A = 616263313233
&RESULT = X2C(&A)
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X2D The X2D built-in function converts a hexadecimal string to a decimal number.  The
maximum number of hexadecimal digits allowed is eight.

X2D( string [, n ] )

string

specifies the input string that is converted.

n

specifies an optional number that defines the significant width, in hexadecimal
digits.  If specified, the truncated string is treated as a signed binary number.  If n
is 0, 0 (zero) is returned.  A compilation error results if n is greater than the length
of string.

If n is provided, the string is truncated from the right to n bytes before conversion.
The result, after truncation, is converted and treated as a 2’s complement signed
binary number.  The conversion of a positive hexadecimal number can result in a
negative decimal number if the result, after truncation, has a 1 in bit zero.  By
convention, a 2’s complement signed binary number has its leading bit set to 1 if it
is negative.  See the second example of this built-in function.

Considerations

If only string is provided, the string is treated as an unsigned binary number.

See also C2D, D2C and D2X.  The C2D built-in function converts a character string
to a decimal number; the D2C built-in function converts a decimal number to an
ASCII character string; the D2X built-in function converts a decimal number to a
hexadecimal string.

Examples

In the following example, the hexadecimal string “0B” is converted to the whole
number 11:

&A = 0B
&RESULT = X2D(&A)

In the following example, the hexadecimal string “0b0c0a0f” is converted to -1.  The
truncation of the given string to 1 byte from the right, leaves the hexadecimal value ‘f’,
which after conversion, gives the decimal value -1:

SAY X2D(0b0c0a0f,1)

In the following example, the hexadecimal string “0b0c0a0f” is converted to 15.  The
truncation of the given string to two bytes from the right leaves the hexadecimal value
‘0f’, which, after conversion, gives the decimal value 15:

SAY X2D(0b0c0a0f,2)
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XRANGE The XRANGE built-in function returns a string of ASCII characters in a specified
range.

XRANGE( [ start ] [, end ] )

start

specifies the start value.  start must be exactly one character long.  If omitted, the
default is '00'x, which represents a hexadecimal value of 0 (zero).

end

specifies the end value.  end must be exactly one character long.  If omitted, the
default is 'FF'x.

Considerations

The range is wrapped if start is greater than end.  That is, the range of values
returned is inclusive of all characters from start through end.

If both start and end are equal, exactly one character is returned.

Examples

In the following example, the resulting string “abcdef” is returned:

SAY XRANGE(a,f)

In the following example, the resulting string “     ” (five spaces) is returned.  Its
hexadecimal value is '0304050607'x, and it has no displayable ASCII equivalent:

SAY XRANGE('03'x,'07'x)
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ZFEATURE The ZFEATURE built-in function indicates whether this system is enabled for selected
features; that is, whether certain features are allowed to be used at the site.

ZFEATURE( feature [, … ] )

feature

specifies the feature name to be tested.  Unrecognized features always result in 0
(zero) being returned; the case of letters is unimportant.

Considerations

ZFEATURE returns a value of 1 (all listed features are enabled) or 0 (one or more
listed features are not enabled) to indicate whether the NonStop NET/MASTER
Management Services (MS) system is configured with the specified feature or
features.  This allows NCL procedures to include feature-dependent code.

The features currently known to NCL are:

INMC
INMC/EF
ROC
ROF
ISR
OCS
NETMGT

See also NOYES, which determines whether a specified expression equates to a
true value of 1 or a false value of 0 (zero).

Example

The following example tests if the feature FRED is enabled on the current system.  As
there is no NonStop NET/MASTER MS feature called FRED, 0 (zero) is returned:

&A = FRED
&RESULT = ZFEATURE(&A)
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ZNCLKWD The ZNCLKWD built-in function indicates whether a specified string is an NCL
system or global variable.  NCL returns a true value of 1 or a false value of 0 (zero).

ZNCLKWD( string )

string

specifies the string to be tested.  It is always changed to uppercase before testing
begins.

Consideration

See also SYMBOL, which tests the supplied name to determine if it is a valid NCL
variable name.

Examples

In the following example, the string “FRED” does not begin with “SYS.” or “GLBL”, so
0 (zero) is returned:

SAY ZNCLKWD(FRED)

In the following example, the string “SYS.A.B” does begin with “SYS.”, so 1 is
returned:

&A = SYS.A.B
&RESULT = ZNCLKWD(&A)
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